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In July last year the student body was 
once again to elect an editor for Griffitbi 
Many students were aware of the stifeling 
and absolute nature of representative de
mocracy but they realized that due to its 
deep institutionalizedentrenchment it was 
first necessary to comply with the system 
in order to deviate from it. The students 
thus elected an editor in the knowledge 
that it was the policy of the person con
cerned to form a collective of all people 
interested in producing the paper to share 
equally in the tasks and decision making 
involved. 

The responsibility for the production 
of the Griffitti is shared by the collect
ive and is not under the control of a 
lone so called -representative. 

The Editorial Collective works on the 
principle of participatory _democracy in 

Wishing to observe the conventions of 

which those who involve themselves ln~e 
laborious tasks of producing the papershar 
equally in the decision making associated 
with it, In this way the tasks that are 
undertaken by the members of the collectiv 
have added meaning and value , as unlike 
the majority of jobs the decisions are 
not handed down from an authority, but 
made by those who implemented them. 

Although the Griffitti is _a student fi• 
nanced paper it is the desire of those 
presently working in the collective that 
it be botn relevent to and open to all 
members of the campus conuntµlity. As such 
any member of the university is welcome 
to participate in fullfilling this and . 
other functions of the paper either by 
writing articles for it or by j~ining the 
collective to participate in its coopera
tive production. 

ur time ' ! adressed the first draft of this -
letter to the editor. I later realised, 
owever, that in this particular instance 

I was indeed incorrect. I thus recommenced 
the letter, this time addressing myself ~o 
the collective. But my mind was now tick- a Lib/N.P. coalition with the NP having 

ing over and I realised once again that I the upper hand. 
as indeed incorrect. How does Joh know this you well may ask 

Whatever it is that I have to say it is certainly not because he has asked you 
ot merely for t-heeditor editors or 1 edit- .what you want. Being a natural born leader 
rial coliective but -for 1 whoever or what 'Joh is well aware that the majority of 
ver might be so disposed as to read it. people are incapable of making their own 

hus at the expense of convention (which I decisions and thus are quite happy to 
old most dear) I have refrained from have someone strong (like himself) who 

addressing this letter, and for this I beg "knows", to decide on their behalf. 
our forgiveness, althou~h I am conv~nced You may well react in horror and 

disbelief to this statement but it is you 
~ .. l:l.~ve undertakeno:,t>Pne but the most corr-
ctactions. Forgive me onc'e more, r riave a who supports Joh irrespective of what you 
iStinct tendency for oyer indulgence in vote. While you support representative 

justifications. democracy and the party system you 
Our beloved leader, Joh, has.come in support Joh. How? Well by supporting this 

for a lot of criticism over what is des- system you validate Joh's'premis that 

cribed as his gerrymander of electoral people do not wish to make their own 
boundaries. But let us, as reasonable decisions-, and Joh "knows" so he decides 

eople, consider the facts before joining appropriately. 
in on the condemnation of a fine, upstand
ing lawrabiding, god-fearing citizen. 

In the 1974 state elections Labor 
olled 36.28% of the vote and gained 11 of 

the 82 parlimentary seats. The Liberals 
secured 30 seats with 30.59% of the vote 
hile the National Party claimed 39 seats 

with 28.09%. 
Don't be mislead by these figures. 

Of course Joh is aware of the alternatives 
but he is equally aware that Queenslanders 
are not interested in alternatives-i- so he 
takes certain measures to silence any 
~erson or group of persons who attempt to 
~ut forward an alternative. He "knows" 
!You are not interested, particularly if 
the alternative would involve you in 
pecision making. Joh's very position as 
a leader would be in jeopardy as a 

_ leader if you even suspected you were 
capable of making your own decisions, 
~hich you apparently aren't as you don't. 

tatistics are very confusing. One must 
remember that Joh is a Queenslander, and 
he knows what all Queenslander's want, 
which is more than any other party leader 
would claim or for that,matter would dare 
to claim. Joh is thus well aware that 
whatever ou vote what ou reall want is 

So Joh's gerrymander is what you want, 
so what's your complaint. Sorry. 
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'The Ranger Inquiry wa& a waste of.~ 
time. We knew all about the possible 
effects of uranium mining. It was as 
clear as daylight. We've lost valua- . 
ble time.' 

J. Bjelke-Petersen, commenting on the 
first report of the Ranger Uranium 
Environmental Inquiry (Courier Mail 
November 12th, 1976). 

The Ranger Inquiry forced the mining 
companies to come clean. It forced 
the advocates of a nuclear future to 
justify their vision. As a result, 
the Inquiry's first report found the 
promises and dreams of the industry 
to be little more than a facade for 
high, short-term, private profits in 
association with _the high risk of 
nuclear war and permanent environmen
tal destruction. 

What had the uranium companies promi
sed? In the late 60's and early 70's 
they had found large, high-grade 
deposits, mostly in the Northern 
Territory. The McMahon and Whitlam 
governments were told of the vast 
contributions uranium exploitation 
could make to national export earn
ings. The Northern Territory would 

~be· develo_.J>ed; its population would multiply 
'when literally tens of thousands of new jobs 
were created. Local aboriginal people ~uld 
receive the economic benefits of modern 
industry. Tourists would be encourgaed to 
inspect mine sites and the unique Top End 

.I environment. 
I 

; Australia's new foundwe.al ~h . would make us a · 
·,major would power; we would control the world' 
, future energy supplies in the same way that th 
J
1
Arabs had recently done with oil. 

1'At the same time, a small but influential lobb 
[of nuclear enthusiasts was proclaiming nuclear 
,energy as the only solution to future global 
' energy needs. It was indeed fortunate, they 
·claimed, that the world's cheapest, safest, 
cleanest, most reliable energy technology had 
been developed at this time iri human history. 
Most of our energy would soon be consumed as 
electricity; and most of this electricity woul 
be nuclear generated. Only nuclear sources 
could satisfy modern industry's energy' demand; 
only nuclear sources could provide ' the energy 
needed to satisfy the poor world's food needs. 

·Nuclear energy's few remaining technical 
.problems would soon fall before the skill of 
the technologist. The industry could be safel 
left to sensibly solve these problems. · 

Now, it's clear that the Queensland premier 
was not entirely deceived by this picture of 
a completely rosy nuclear future. Few people 
would have been, in mid 1975 when the Ranger 
Inquriy began hearing evidence about the 
,environm~ntal effects of uranium mining. 

For, about 5 years previously, public confide
nce in nucelar power had begun to be shaken by 
a series of events. · 

Firstly, it was revealed in 1971-2 in the 
iunited States, that the emergency core cooling 
1system, 'designed' to prevent the catastrophic 
:release of radioactive· materials into the 
'.environment during a major reactor breakdown, 
had never been successfully tested. 

Secondly, in the late 1960's, efforts to 
permanently dispose of the long lived radioac
tive wastes of nuclear reactors came to a halt. 
It was found that the underground salt format
ions officially pronounced as reliable vaults 
for these wastes were unsuitable. 

Thirdly, in May 1974, India used the plutonium 
byproduct of its 'peaceful' nuclear programme 
to fuel its first nuclear explosive. Canada, 
which had supplied India with the basic techn
ology and had never itself used its own nuclea 
knowhow to build an atomic bomb, was upset. 
Subsequently, canada has refused to help 
countries gain nuclear status unless they have 
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ratified the nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty. But the damage had been done 
~ the peaceful atom ! had rev eal~d 

itself to be a wolf in sheep's ~lath
ing. Fourthly, in 1973, a terrorist 

3. 'The nuclear power industry is unintention
ally contributing to an increased risk of 
nuclear war. This is the most serious hazard 
associated with the industry. (p, 185) 

The t~ree unsolved problems are: radioactive 
waste disposal; nuclear terrorism; nuclear 
weapons proliferation. They must be solved. 

Perhaps the Queensland premier realised that 
uranium export from Australia would add to 
these problems, but reasoned that it would also 
help the Australian economy? · Indeed, with 
interests in South Australian uranium deposits, 
the premier might well have been expected to 
understand accurately the economic advantages 
of uranium mining. 

group managed to occupy a nuclear The Ranger Inquiry's conclusions on this issue 
power station in Argentina. They left make interesting reading: 
it unharmed. But, the message was 
clear. The sabotage of nuclear plants 
causing destruction, a radiation 
azard to surrounding populations and 

costly disruption of power systems 
hollow threat. 

ifthly, even by the narrow criteria 
f technical and econmic efficiency, 
uclear power was proving a failure. 
y 1975 it was clear that United 
tate reactors were experiencing op
rational dif ficurties that were 
arcing them to operate at less than 
0% capacity on average. And even 
onservative British estimates put 
apital cost escalation so high that 
uclear electricity ~as clearly a 

buy. 

t's no wonder, then that the Ranger 
nquiry stressed ' ... the hazards, 
angers and problems of and associated 
ith the production of nuclear energy' 
nd recommended that: 

'Policy respecting Australian 
ranium exports .' . . should therefore 
eek to limit or restrict expansion 
f that production.' (p. 185). 

he Inquiry's first report discloses 
hree major hazards in the nuclear 
ower industry: 

. 'There is at present no generally 
ccepted means by which high level 
aste can be permanently isolated from 
he environment and remain safe for 
ery long periods.' (p. 110) 

' ... provided nuclear power programs proceed 
as recently projected and uranium prices do 
not fall considerably below their recent levels 
in real terms, the Ranger project would probab
ly generate a subtantial rate of return on the 
capital invested. However, its contribution 
to net national income and employment opport
unities would be relatively small.' (p. 82-3) 

In other words, investors stand to gain consid
erably from uranium mining. But the country 
as a whole would gain little benefit, either 
in jobs or in wealth. Even if uranium produc
tion were 5 times the maximum planned capacity 
of the Ranger mine, uranium whould never con
tribute more than 0.5% per annum to national 
income, nor more than 5% to export earnings. 

So much for the promises of the 
ies . And so much, too, for the 
dreams of the nuclear advocates. 
Ranger Inquiry report: 

uranium compan
trance-like 

To quote the 

scientists, engineers and administrators 
' 1nvolved in the business of producing nuclear 

energy have at times painted excessively 
optimistic pictures of the safety and perform
ance, projected or past, of various aspects of 
nuclear production.' (p. 6) 

What might well be added is that the nuclear 
dream future could easily become Cl\nuclear 
nightmare. 

Bearing in mind the problems and dangers of 
nuclear power, that Australian uranium exports 
would materially and morally associate this 
country with these problems, and that there are 
likely to be few benefits to Australia from 
mining, it's no wonder the Ranger Inquiry 

'··· the Commission does not feel recommended full public discussion and parlia~ 
onfident that nucLear facilities wouldmentary debate on its report before any decis
urrently withstand determined assaults ion were' made on the future of Australian 
y terrorist organisations.' (p. 152) uranium. 

'There is a very real risk that the 
pportunity and the motive for nuclear 
lackroail will develop with time.' 

(p. 159) 

the evidence indicates that 
he risks are presently real and will 
end to increase with the further 
pread of nuclear technology.' (p. 159) 
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LATITUDE: ?.:9 S 
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en Cage recorde .MOSAIC-MODE o 

SYDNEYwas HAPPENING an engineer asked the coiporate/" 1933,Edqard 

last yearGUARDSwere music he was about to record. group/collect- varese'swor 

neededEACHafternoon: .. ~Cage replied" It may remindyou i ve "image - it •IONISATION' 

toCLEARthe GALLERY. ·. of the work of Mondrian~Later elici~s deep .took 15 re-

they had no troubl~~ Cag e asked the engineer what participation hearsals to 

EXCEPTwi th theVIDEOlillhe'd thought of the which is incl-lllperform.Now 

works ... THE GUARDS ~ngineer replied';It usive,nojt ex- Sstudents ge 

became so INVOLVED remindef;l me of "the clusive,conun- t a better · 

WITH THE SHOW, THEY work of 'Mondrian." unal,not priv- one in even 

FORGO~ .I •. frms A YEAR FROM MONDAY ate. (McLuhan) 2 rehe~ 

HOW TJll:c • JaPfiliese have Last yea ,a lectur~ was giv.QSQUARE~ 
UNCULTURED waka: each person 0~-Boiled Cabbage in Loli ta. G~IDS ARE 

(the question is .tries to make his ·Whe~ students were told this FORTRESSESo 

serious; for are we ./her :remarks as may have been .. nonsense, somellCON$ERVATIS 

to become curators irreleventas poss complained indignantly that ,RATHER 

of what-has-already ible to t:re ones this was a waste of time 'n OF OPEN 

happened, or creators that'~receeded •. 9iaxpayers money ........ _.... POTEtrr!JU.• 

of what .. bec~minq.- ~ - · · ~ II 
HOW TO STEAL A BOO -~~ . T e sound~at interest J3 
Congestion is an in :are precisely those that 

dispens1ble prelude ;are. irrelevent,surprisin~ • 

to getting yourhand ;When time is organised, :, . 
into the other guy~ ~(beat),we lose the exper-

pocket •.. breakdown, of irrelevence .. 11.. .. ~ ,_ 
brainstorm,+ break • ,) Q.. 
through.·• .Every STATION IN ADELAIDE RECENTLY RECORDE 
breakdown is a 
potential breakthru 
The 1929 Crash made 

ANY SOUNDS THAT LISTENERS PHONED IN TO 'l'D 
STATION,WHICH WERE THEN PLAYED OVER AIJl 

LoOP TAPES .•.. the idea of composer'• nowof 
the . I 

co-producer,co-performer,co-listener ••••• 

AGE:In .mus e, 
it washopeless 

II II tothink intenn 
. of the old It' 

structure(tonality),to do things following ola methoa:i 

WILL BE THE 
OF YOUR OWN 
AS A REPLY TO 

DOING 
~RK 

A 

(counterpoint,harmony) ,to use the old materials(orch
estral instruments).We started from scratch:5ound ••••• 
silence,time activity.In society,no amount of doctor
ing up politics/economics will help.Begin again,assua 
ing abundance;unemployment,a field situation,multi
plicity,unpredictability,immediacy,the possibilty of 
participation ............................ ·- · -~ --

WORK, RATHER THAN 
USING YOUR TIME 
DEOOUNCING WHAT 
SOMEONE ELSE's QP~ •• ,A mis ress in a Moscow boardin 

\school said to the children : 
;Keep order yourselves,learn to 

· !pass judgenment.If your friend 
~ehave badly,punish them." Then 
~she found a boy who had been 

anged by the others. He was 
waying right over the stair~ 
ell.The mistress did '· not dare 

' untie him,cut the cord and sen 

MUSIC'S MADE 
ERFECTLY \,,;lo.CiA!• 



CONTAINMENT, LIMITATION & 

MANIPULATION !! 
976 a good ye?r for Containment, 

imitation and Manipulation. 

oking back 1976 was yet another year of 

ontairunent, limitation and manipulation. 

tudent struggles to achieve any improve

ent in their situation were contained 

y the university structures, limited by 

esources and manipulated by staff 

ttitudes. 

tructures for student participation in 

the university such as the school assembly 

and standing committees were shown to be 

o more than a farce. With particular 

egard to the school as s emblies, the lack 

f power to make dec isions means this body 

is purely. advisory. School assemblies are 

the forum for the total school community, 

staff and students. In comparison, the 

standing committee (which has power to 

ake decisions) consists of 16 me mbe r s , 3 

of which comprise a toke n s ~udent 

representation. Since the s choo.l a s sembly 

is only an advisory body, it is necess ary 

for the staff to take serious account of 

student opinion and protest if we are to 

ave any effect. '76 proved that this was 

not the case. Student opinion was bare ly 

even humoured. Example s of thi s c an b e 

seen in the Humanities staff/student 

assemblies where assessment was the main 

issue. In 1975 students managed to have 

exams made non-compulsory - no small task. 

Yet in 1976 the still 'non-compulsory ' 

exams proved a misnome r. Sleaziness c ame 

to the fore, when it was decide d tha t if 

15% of work was not done the n one failed. 

Surprise, surprise exams were worth 15%. 

So much for the real power of staff/ 
student assemblies. It is now c l e ar that 

the function of school a ssembli es i s f o r 

the airing of stude nt protes t a nd s ub

sequent containment by s ui t abl e c oncess i o n s 

rom above and compromise from b~ low. For 

instance the staff/student liaison 

committee (specializing in det0nte) was 

set up when students voice d pro tes t ove r 

the. ineffective ness of school assemblies . 

hat can the addition of furthe r bure au

cratic, ineffective bodies d o , but ma i n tain 

the illusion of real stude nt participation. 

Another body which has shown to be 

instrumental -in containing s tudent prote st, 

_ within the system was the stude nts ' union. 

As can be easily seen the structure o f any 

union is bureauc ratic . Paralle l s can be 

drawn between other worker's unions and 

our own. The actual organizing work is in 

the hands of an executive, althou~h 

elected, the power flows from the top not 

f-rom the assembly of stude nts. Thi s is 

seen in the mere ratific ation func tion of 
general meetings. The organizatio n 
relating to any decisions disappears from 

s embl robbin us of e ffective 

partic ipa tion . A clear example of this 

was the organization of the TEAS demons t

rations. The speakers for the ralley had 

been arranged and slot.;ted by union heavies. 

Students were grudgingly . allowed free 

Spe a c h on l y a fter numerous and insistent 

demands for an open and democratic plat

form from s t udents that realized the 

o~ganization should be in the hands of t he 

student body. The second ralley was an 

eve n more b latent in its manipulation from 

the t op . A m~eting of 60 Griffith Student 

met and deci ded to hold the second night 

. rally ,1n the city hall rather than Kinq 

Q?orcre Square. This decision was then 

t aken to a poorly publicized meeting at 

the University of Queensland. 21 studen ts 

at tended (Union bur eaucrats) . They voted 

against i t a f ter manipulating voting right 

and attempt i ng to throw students out of th 

meet ing. In 'Spite of this minority union 

vote , it was decided to TROT off to King 

George Sy_uare . Union methods mirror tho,;e 



1 ~f the capitalist systems they uphold and 
are an obvious containment of workers 
(students) protest. 

Presumably a union arises spontaneously 
from a need of the students. But in the 
case of GUUS, it had already been made 
provision for, in the Griffith University 
Act. Therefore its role and function had 
been prescribed and _ tied to the, various 
power blocs of the university structure, 
that is Conununity Services ~nd the 
Qniversity Council. This organization of 
the union was from the top and not from 
a need felt among students to organize 
themselves in a collective and c~-operative 
way to voice their opinion. The fact that 
unions have to be legitimised by an act of 
~arliament is an obvious indicator that 
with the restrictions and limitations on 
the role and function which occur; ~ protest 

has been foreseen and boundaries set for 
its containment, so as to inhibit real 
social change. 

The limitations on our lives at Griffith 
~ere clearly experienced in '76 in the form 
of TEAS allowance, then and now, and the 
course and assignment work. Many students 
have suffered cuts in the last TEAS rise 
(does this sound 0 like a contradiction) . 
This is of course if you managed to qualify 
for 'benefits' at all. If you didn't 
qualify for a full allowance, you are 
forced to remain dependent on your parents 
or part-time employment. In working out 
the means test, the government does not 
~ake into account individual circumstances. 

~resented to the relevant academic 
icommittees. 

~t the end of last year, peo~le responsiblE 
lfor running the A. E. S .... .,.. SPI . Maths course, 
ltook it upon themselves 4!6 institute a 
lfinal exam. The reasons are obscure and 
definitely of questionable validity. 
Catch phrases such as 'common good' and 
'the beneficiaries wilL be the students 
and staff of the future', made no impact 
on the student's vehement opposition to 
the imposition of such an assessment item. 
The exam however, was held; all of us can 
~sk, 'how did a large student body, firmly 
opposed to such a move, end up voting in 
favour of it? (Sli~zy eh?). It appears 
that the student body was made to examine 
its motives in terms of future 
"responsibility" to the university, with ar 
~mplied feeling of guilt, if they did not 
bOw to the demands of staff concerned. It 
also helps to have a few sobs interspersed 
with rati~nal argument and justification. 

Since our work and thought in 1976 was 
so well contained within the system, we 
sugg~st that students supplement their 

with alternative material and be critical 
of the conclusions they are encouraged to 
draw and also to realize the limits and 
pounds of course content and structure. / 
Only in this way can we take positive step! 
towards real and productive educ~tion. 
However, this is not enough. We must take 
collective action •••.• SO BEWARE OF 
BEURAUCRATS BEARING GIFTS. 

Does net income reflect debts for example? ............................................. ..,_ 
About the only lega!__way of surviving is 
part-time employment. Current employment 
situation doesn't help such prospects. 
Even if you are lucky enough to find work, 
the next problem is fitting it in with 
your timetable and workload. This lack of 
a realistic wage for students seve-rely 
limits their choice of living arrangements, 
movements and involvements. 

Apart from broad limitations such as TEAS 
on the lives of students, further limitat
ions exist, curbing our intellectual 
freedom. Where is student participation ir 
course content, method of .approach and 
assessment? The reference point of all 
courses is the present system - an obvious 
limitation. 

Griffith University has been regarded as 
a 'radical' or 'progressive' uni. However, 
our conditioning by family and social 
values, our schooling and religious 
training is reinforced and strengthened by 
the university's methods of approaching 
courses and lack of encouragement to seek 
out new and viable alternatives. For 
example, in A.E.S., supplementary course 
work has been initiated but staff 
scepticism and lack of serious encourage
ment has hindered the development of the 
project so as to make it not feasible. 
Beware subtle manipulation! The project 
can only eventuate if a complete and tried 
(trg_ditional?) package of education, 
theory, practice . ~nd assessment is 

NtJCLEAR .. PROFITS. 
'O 

Cont ~- · 

_J3ear ing in mind the same factors , it ' ,: 
no wonder the comJ?anies involved 
misrepresented the report. And it's 
no wonder the government, cOil'll\itted 
to mining willy nilly, ignore9 this 
recommendation. -To have done other
wise would have invited public reject 
ion of the industry. 

Clearly, it is up to us to assert 
our right to debate the Ranger report ,. 
to reject the government's undemocra
tic decision. Not only will the 
uranium discussion continue, ~ut 
mining must not continue while the 
public makes up its mind on this 
issue. 

A monatorium on uranium mining; ful.t 
public debate on the future of 
Australia's uranium; and the develop 
ment of non-nuclear energy options , 
this is consi'stent with the Ranger 
Inquiry findings, and with democratic 
peaceful and environmental well being 
What have we got to loose? 



Clubs & Societies 

COMPUTER CLUB 

Introduction: The Computer Club was establish
ed at the University of Queensland when the 
Undergraduate computer courses began at the 
University in 1971. The Club has grown rapidly 
in the last few years, and is now the largest 

interesting and instruct~ve workshops 
and barbeques, car rallies, car trips 
a secondhand bookshop, visits to 
places and visits from people, supper 
after meetings and displays for 
·students and the pu}Qlic. 

Correspondence: The Executive will 
be available at most meetings of the 
Club fof questions, any writ.ten 
queries . should be addressed to: 

The Secretary, 
Computer Club, 
C/- University of Queensland Union; 
University of Queens~and, 
ST.LUCIA, Q 4067 

non-faculty club affiliated with the University~ ........................................ , 
Union. 

Aim: The primary aim of the Club is to promote 
interest and discussion on all matters pertain
ing to the theory and practice of computer 
progranuning, operation and davelopment. The 
secondary aim is to provide recreational 
activities for all members of the Club. 

Memb~rship: Membership is open to any member 
of the Staff or Student bodies of the Univer
sity of Queertsland or Griffith University. 

Meetings: During the University of •Queensland 
semesters, the Club usually meets on a Tuesday 
night once a month for a formal meeting, and 
one T~esday a month for a workshop on a compu
ter related topic, the date and place of each 
meeting being advertised at least one week 
before the meeting occurs. Applications for 
membership will only be accepted at such meet~ 
ings. 

Membership Fees: After a membership applicat
ion has been accepted by the Club's executive, 
the person must pay an annual membership fee 
which for 1977, will . be $2.50. 

Computer Accouhts: For members, an important 
benefit of being in the Club, is that they are 
entitled subject to conditions laid out in the 
Club's Constitution and By-laws, to run progr
ams at internal rates on the Club's account at 
the Prentice Computer Centre, located in the 
basement of the Hawken Building. The Club i!/ 
the only non-departmental access to the Com
puter at internal rates (~external rates). 

On payment of membership fees, the Club will 
undertake to set up an account with the Centre 
in the Member's name. The member deposits any 
amount in this account, and tha~ amount minus 
a 5% accounting levy can be spent by the 
student. The member can spend the money on 
running and developing programs, assignmenfs 
or playing games on the computer. More credit 
can be established . at any time. 

New accounting procedures will be implemented 
early March, ao details are not yet available. 

Activities: Throughout the year, the Club will 
be organising and running various activities 
from guest speakers at each formal meeting, to 

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY YOGA SOCIETY 

To view the study of Yoga as merely 
a set of physical exercises and 
postures, or a jaunt in Eastern / 
mysticism., is to completely miss the 
nature and purpose of what is basic
ally a technique for self-development 
Yoga education is an integration of 
techniques and ·principles relating 
to all aspects of the individual -
physical, emotion~!, intellectual 
a~d spiritual. 

It corporates physiological practices 
mental concentration, and behavioural 
disciplines into a system for the 
total, integrated education of man. 

Through the sincere application of 
Yoga, an individual can become happ
ier, healthier, and more peaceful. 
The person who is emotionally stable 
is better able to make a positive 
contribution to the society. 

The following article, -written by 
Shri Yogendra, Founder of the Yoga 
Institute, Bombay, deals with the 
role of Yoga education in society. 

"What does society expect from 
Yog~? I believe the expectation 
should be happiness . . Principal 
Donde referred to it as the basic 
motivation not only of an irdividual 
but also of nations and thefefore of 
the educational programme accepted in 
all countries. · Happiness however is 
very changeable and it can be applied 
to this and that. ,A man may feel 
happy when he has a car; another may 



oe happy wnen he has gooci rooa; and prob
ably still another may feel happy only 
after visiting a cinema. The attitude of · 
happiness therefore is governed by 
variable objects. But yoga is a science 
of education which is not dependent on 
~hese mutable conditions of time, space 
and circumstances or any such object. It 
is having UQ,iversal standards of self
education based not on changing objects 
and conditions of happiness but on habit
uation to happiness by conditioning the 
attitude. If the society expects Yoga to 
readjust to the needs of the immediate 
values, they may take a part of it and 
feel satisfied; but if the society is 
interested in absolute and ultimate values 
which are universal, which are unchange
able - immutable - then yoga is the only 
answer. Yoga was founded on this philo
sophic understanding and had therefore 
a limited scope of application of its 
technique which naturally was looked upon 
as sacred and secret. 

.A. . 

Without pioneering attempts at reorient-
ation, yoga has changed its complexion; 
and we have taken ourselves, finding it 
socially good, the onus of carrying it to 
the society. 

:what the society expec!s from yoga today is 
~hysical health - what they term fitness -
,for efficiency, besides mental balance and 
quietude. They also expect emotional con
trol so that man may not suffer from strain 
and tensions causing psychosomatic ail
ments which are on the increase. And 
finally, yoga should provide for content
ment, happiness and peace within oneself~ 
should these be the expectations from yoga 
by the modern society, I can say with 1 

confidence that such expectations are 
possible of fulfilment. 
Yoga is cHs.cipline of . the body and mind, 
and in that sense it is also education 
because education leads to discipline. 
Emotionally · many remain upset because 
there are not standards of ethical life or 
behaviour. Most of such concepts are 

I 

based on historical and geographical 
considerations. But in yoga, mor~l Q:t~nd
ards are fixed on universal basis. The 
conditioning process for development 
attitude of mind and behaviourism is based · 
on its universal vows - yama and niyama -
applicable at all times .and nowhere out 
bf place; The way of life which the yogin 
is advised to follow creates no tensions 
either for himself or for others; and 
~s such he is free from emotional stress. 
To that extent, yoga serves the society by 
~liminating tension from the individual 
who practises it which, , in turn, reflects 
on the· society he lives in. Where tensions. 
exist, yoga provides practices for relief 
and emotional rehabilitation~ 

The-question whicn the society should _ 
~ddress itself is not whether yoga pr9vides 
any technique for emotional. disc1pline but 
fNhether a modern man is willing to put in.to 
practice or habituate himself to what yoga 
pffers for such purposes. 

What is necessary right now '~s to system
atize and standardize a philosophy - the 

1source of mysticism - into a system of 
education since it has the greatest 
potentiality for the greatest good of 
humanity. It has been an uphill laborious 
job, but the world have now a glimpse of 
what we-are trying to achieve through yoga 
education; the place of such an education 

in the society is there. The progress 
depends upon what the society expects from 
Yoga and whetper yoga could give all that 
the society expects. My own opinion is 
that Yoga can deliver the goods, but it is 
:for the society to keep ready for receivin9 

'the... same. 

'RECORD R-EVEIW ~ 
RITCHIE HAVENS ON STAGE - 2SF56012 

This album, one of Haven's be•t, has 
~en re-released recently in America 
and imported to Australia • 

The album was first released in Australia 
in 1972 under Pfff.t.r>r ·label and 
distributed by Phonogram. Only a limited 
number werereleased and not long after it 
was deleted from s'tock. 

S~de one was recorded at B.B.~. Televisior. 
Theatre on the 19th October, 1971, for a 
documemtary soundtrack, having tracks _ 
like "From the Prison" -and "Old Friend.I•. 
Sides Two and Four were recorded~ at 

"Santa Monica Civic Centre ori March 14th, 
1971, containing son9s like "My Sweet 
Lord", "High Flying Bird" and "Rocky; 
Racoon. •• Side Three was recorded at 
"Westbury Music Fair" dn 25th March, ./ 
1972, with songs like "Tupl,llo Honey", 

' "Ministrel From Gault" and "Teach Your 
. Chi ldrert' • 

Haven sings and plyas in his unique 
style at "Woodstock" and "Isle of 
Wight". Those of you who have seen the 
film of Woodstock should remember him._ ' 

The ·earlier Au~tralian release has two 
tracks not on the. American album 
namely "Handsome Johnny" and "Freedom" 
but this album makes up it with six 
extra tracks not on the Australian 
album. 

I strongly advise you to get hold of 
a 1copy and have a listen to one of the 
few old masters of ~olk guitar left. 
You won't be disappointed. 

His unique style is unsurpassed and 
unmatched by anyone. He doesn't 
actually play stapdard ~pe . chords, 

he plays with his remarkably lonq . 
thumb and his ~ightning strumminq 
action to compensate for not playing 
chords1 he twies his guitars to suit 
whatever key the piece of muaic is 
written, the result i• incredible. 
Incidently, Bob Dylan refused to 
play at the Isle of Wight concert 
wiless Ritchie also performed. 
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THE ONE THAT GCY1' AWAY 

or · 

THE WOMAN WHO MADE IT 

Poems taJcen from 
"Monster" 

by Robin Mort;Jan. 

e all know who I mean, even me. 
he i1vthe one who slid like an eel 

knowing any truth.larger than herself. 

h~ wheezed orgasms through all her rapes, 
.rr.ied well and joined clubs 

married average and glowed in the 
perfect hane and kids, 

d didn't marry but "kept her freedom," 
ucked around in a Virginia' slims imitation 

of men, 
ever felt oppressed, of course, 
ade it into the Senate or 
he Weather Underground, 
pressed even corporation execs and cookie

pattern Che's. 
she took up Zen, . 

ent back to the earth, wore ankle-length 
dresses 

madonna mystical smiles, 
aked natural bread, did astrology 
nd good works, 

elected to the Board of United Fruit 
the National Welfare Rights Organization 

Committee, 
ecame a famous artist/engineer/pilot/ 

arch1tect/doctor-.. 
"anyone can, I did; Pull yourself up by 

' 

iTllE INVISIBLE WOMAN 

The invisible-wanan.in the asylum corrido 
sees others quite clearly, 
in_cluding the.doctor who patiently te-lls 

her . 
she isn't invisible -
and pities the doctor, who must be mad 
to stand there in the asylum corridor 
talking and gesturing to nothing at all. 

The invisible woman has great compassion. 
So, after a while, she pulls on her body 
like a rumpled glove, and switches on her · 

voice 
to comfort the elated doctor with words. 
Better to suffer this prominence 
than for the poor young doctor to learn 
he himself is insane. 
Only the strong can. know that. 

And she got herself kiTledu of course, 
trying to shout Black Liberation Now 
while.her black- brother 0 s foot was plant 

your own · G-string." 
he played: matriarch with a 
ough broad, fragile flower, 

sense of iiJnour, and 
spiritual seek-

on her throat, 
then took one too many middleclass 

pills, committing suicide, 

er, . • 
ewish princess, a real pal, earth mother 

goddess, 
tripper, capable unhyst"erical real woman 

friend, 
juicy cunt, boyish gamin, lyrical lover, 

chic swinger, and "your equal" 
- and anything else the boys · dug in a 

female 
at any given moment. 
She even "expanded" her straight conscious

ness into being gay , 
then ble>Omed ihto a macho copy of what is 

easier 
to confront in men than in a sister, 
of what women in love never meant, not 

all. 

And yes, we know why. 

at 

We can pity the terror and comprehend the 
threat 

to her of a women's revolution. 
We can understand that, until yesterday, 
there were no other options • 
We can even envy the heart-deadening 

rewards she seems to reap 
for placing women last, after everything, 

anything else. 
How she hates us in herself! 

How we detest her in our mirror! 

and after that had a heart attack at the 
Fashion Industry Convention Annual Awards, 
subseq~ntly breaking her neck in ~·ditch, 

while stoned , 
at· the free farm in Vermont, 
only to get her head blown off in a town~ 

house explosion, 
two days later hemorrhaging out for a saf 
expensive abortion, 
afterward drinking herself to death or 

overdosing on smack, 
and gave up the ghost forty years later, 

children all married, 
while the other old ladies at the home, 
or the entire congregation, ·or commune, 

or college , or- congress, or 
movement, or family, or firm 

Felt Her Loss Sincerely. 

I 

She refused to understand she was doomed 
from the start, _ 

·and she still doesn't like being reminded. 
Too bad , sister. 
And there's less and less time for her 
to find her own way at her own speed. 
She will hide behind our sisterhood, not 

hers. 
·~he will say this is an anti-woman poem • 
. She will be the ult.:fmate weapon in the 

hands of the boys, 
,And I've just begun to realize 
that I must not only destroy what she is,' 
"but if I have to, kill her. 

And then cradle her skull in my arms 
and kiss its triumphant grin, 



IATION 

(dedicated to the five 1D8n wno beat up my 
faggot-husband at dawn -on Sunday, February 
2~, 1968) 

I don't know you. I didn°t call you up, 
either, this time, though I was aware 
as always, of the restlessness that sent 

for a short walk, 
to give love, perhaps, or to buy cigarettes 

l 

white workingclass American men 
·Was one of you his father, violent in a brotherhood gpnvened to prove each 
with tenderness for that strange particle member 

of yourself capable of beating up a faggot? 
you couldn't understand, but could destroy I have seen what I have seen. 
at least? 
Was one of you hjs lover, envious 
of what you already shared beyond the same 

male,bQdy: 
his talent, intellect, art, though not 

his willingness 
to be hated for their use? 
Was one of you his closet-friend, passion

ate 
to af~rm a love you must have felt 
-needed affirming, if only to deny it 

afterwards? 
Was one of you an acquaintance, sophisti- · 

cated 
ae the cocktail-party man who told him he 

was mad, 
naive,· fanatic, and perverted? 
Was one of you his brother, bitter 
as our 'gay' neighbour whose stereotype

kindled misogyny 
consumed even his own pain, 

:raging to see us try and cross 
his/your/my boundaries? 

· 1 can't tell anymore. I don ~t know you . 
And this husband I hold in my arins, who 

is he 
who lavishes my lap with such uncyclical 
bloqd? How did this frail farmer's 

silhouette 
.fall, a bird-sized sniper, fran its nest 6 

• <' · brought down 
by five grenades' overkill? ~is narrow 

eyes are empty. 

Why does this black flesh I clutch 
whimper like some large cat long after 
it~ head has been clubbed five t.iaes flat 
by dutiful policemen? 
.I can't tell ~nymore. 
Or would Vietnamese and Panther suffering 
be put aside when offered a more basic 

bond -
to join the five original also oppressed o 

. ,col,lrse 
for your rapes . o~ rewiutions . 
I know why you hate strong women , 
fear gentle men. 
I will abort your contempt, your terror ,· 

your babies 
·by my own hand. 
For I am pregnant with murder. 
~he pains are coming faster now , 
and not all your anesthetics 
nor even my own screams 
can stop them. 
My time has come. 

You are not rhetoric or theories or 
statistics, 

you are real._ 
Real as the silver Our Lady dangling from 

the bull-neck 
that craned to see the effect of the ten 

fists 
crushing his skull, not knowing, never 

knowing . 
that those blows release only more gaudy 

hallucinations 
of freedom rainbowing f _ran his heart 
through all your grey matter; 
r~al as his mad poems, his naive love, 
his fanatic revolution, his perverted 

struggles to change; 
real as my young husband dying before his 

murder in Detroit; 
real as my boy husband tortured before 

his execution in Saigon; 
real as the rape of faggots ·by yes look 

until your eyes weep 
red clots of despair the Attica freedom-

f ighter s; _ 
real as his own long hair, his flowing 

shirt, 
his shaven, unmanned face, his smile 
that met the fury of your weekend ritual 

kicks: 
to pulverize some hippie commie bastard 

queer 
before speeding off, unlicensed, 
back to Queens in time for early Mass. 

What are your dreams like, you f~ve? 
What do you notice 
in your locker rooms, your caucus rooms, 
your gyms and bowling alleys? 
Whose bodies rivet you 
when they smash in lust 
on ·your football fields? 
~ich thoughts of poolrooms, barrooms, war 

most harden you 
before, resplendent in sadistic maleness, 
y9u rape "your" women? 

I know you. You are real. 
I spit this at you, five straight 

patriotic clean Americans, 
and ai;_,any who despite whatever else 

oppression 
they have known still choose the luxury 
of a united front of masculinist pride: 
I will not bear your children, no, 
I will not bear you, 
hatever line you hand m.e 

:rob.in 

.. 



r_oliticalAssyluinEor_H i sham 
. During the Annu~l Cotincil of AUS...Hisham 
as arrested by the Au~tralian authorities. 
e has gone to .Melbourne- airport with a 
enior official of the Overseas students 
ervice to farewellthe secretary-General 
f the Asain students Association. All 

' . 
hree were picked up!?;;: plainclothes 
ommonw~al th Police at/the airport bar. 
he other two were refeased after being 
nterrogated for an hour and a half; 

' isham was taked away.-. to a detention centre 
· nd charged with being an illegal 

igrant, although he had a valid passport 
· nd a curre1'lt visa. _ 

Had the Commonwealth cops 9 hose to 
rrest him at any other time, he would 
!most certainly have been put on the 
irst flight o-qt to Kuala Lumpur. On his 
eturn to Malaysia he would have been 

· prisoned indefiriely without trial 
nder the Internal Security Act, and prob-
ly tortured as well~ For~unately; ~t 3: The Commonwealth police told the o.s.s. 

he time of his arrest, representatives o-fficial that they had been sent tC? the 
from almost every tertiary campus in airport on the spur of the moment half an 
ustralia were in Melbourne . for the AUS hour before his departure, and very few 

before the night was out people~t Council kne~ that he had gone. 
telegrams of ,protesthad Ooviously the ,police were tipped off by an 
the prim~ minister, the informer at Council, probably someone in a 

inister for immigration, and political position of trust in A.U.S. 
leaders all over the-country. As a result 4. The pol~ce never made any attempt to 

f tnis prompt action, Hisham was reieased touch Hisham wh~le he was at Couneil or in 
the next day on orders from Canberra. the company of Australian students. They 

But it wasn't all over. I.Mmediately waited until he was isolated and well away 
his rele~se by the commonwealth police from Monash University, where the Council 

e was arrested by the victorian police was being held 
n four ludicrous charges in connection Whateve;;- the outc~me of Hi sham's trial 
ith a demonstration; against_the singapor his application for political asylum is ~a 

ean dicator Lee Kuan Yew -some 3 months vital test case·. Already the Malaysian 
fore. The charges were: - government has made it clear many times, 

1) discharging a firework . without a permit that Malaysian students who criticise 
2) P<>ssessing an article of disguise , their 'government while in Australia will 

without lawful excuse face arrest and indefinite detention with-
3) · resisting arrest _ ·. out tria~ on their return. ·Because of the 
4) doing craniage to the value of $ 6 '·in a risk, those who do take part in public 
oliceman's tunic rallies in Australia are 1forced to wear 
eedless to say, none of these extra- hoods to conceal their identity. But so fa 

ordinary charges had beev brought against the- Aust~alian authorities have not inter-
Hisham at the time of the demostration, fered with their right to .speak out. It 
and no attempt had been made 1·to :prosecute looks as if this is changing. Fraser, it 
him in fr,terv~ni•1g thrP.e months , though appears, wo~ld like to make a gesture of 
his whereabouts had been made known "goodwill" to his ideological allies in 
to the ,poFce. The r~ason they nave beel1. Asia. If he succ.eeds in deli~ering Hisham 
brought now is claer enough. Having taiLec - the most respected figure in the Malay
to convict him -of at least one offense . sian student movement - into the hands of 
- however trivial - under Australian law the Kuala Lumpur regime, it is a fair bet 
so that he can subsequently be deported that most of the other Malaysian students , 
as a "criminal". · in Australia wcHl be cowed into silence 

There are several points that need tobJand the world will lose one of its last 
ade about this incident: _ remaining chances of finding out 

1. Hi sham wa.s in Australia on a va-1-id pass- what is actually qoing on . in Singapore. If 
ott and visa, and up to the tilne of his a precedent is iset: with Hisham, any averse 
etention he had not been charged with . students with the courage to speak out 

1 any offence under Australian· law.. about conditions at home wil.l face the 
• Under the Immigration Act, a suspected ·risk of instant deportation. The threat is 

illegal immigrant who has been in Australiaparticularly severe in the case of hundred 
less then 12 months must come before a - iof Thai students who now find themselves 

tcourt before s/he can be deported. Anyone · in virtual political exile- as a re.s~lt of 
ho has been in Australia longer then 12 the recent military coup. · 
onths can be deported on the order of ~n Anyone who· met Hisham when he came to 

"al,Khorised person", who can be anyone ,Queensland last. year will need no reason 
from a police sergeant upwards. At the to work for his freedom. He is one of 
time of his arrest, Hisham had been in the most impressive and engaging person-
Australia exactl 365 da s. 

.-



lities I have aome across. But what "hippy" thought but never sue a gross 

atters now is not so much Hisham himself denial of political reality. 

s the fate of thousands of other oye;'§gas All oppression is located in the city 

tudents in this country. Politicians are for the "hippy"; the plan then •canes 

fond .Q.f boasting that Australia is a mass movement to the country, pdlllumably, 

haven for f~ee speech. In practice, this to re-establish cities - you may hear of 

freedom is severely 1 l~ited by a self- the "three stage plan to establish the 

:ensoring press and defamation laws that spiritual capital of Australia" for the 

serve to protect the powerful from the "intellectual elite" alternatively titled 

on.sequences of their misdeeds. But we "the New Jerusalem Mandalic Civilization 

ust hang on to such freedom as tHere is. Centred on Compassion Mountain"(Compassio 

or if we allow the government to deny Mountain is Mt"Warning - pun most probabl 

"t to our colleagues from overseas, the intended). The logical inference from thi 

ext question becomes: how much longer simplistic dichotomy country/pity seems 

1Riiili8.ii1ilililmii1Wililiiliiiliilliiiiiliiilii? .. ~ ......... that Bjelke Peterson being full of 

- - { ) · "country goodness" is the ha.:tl:linqer of 

DOWN to earth .AMI> ·faith and hope despite Cedar Bay which 
"hippies" have tended to identify with. 

A QUOTABLE QUOTE 

OUT IN CANBERRA 
Being generally concerned about the 

political situation in Australia and over- . 

seas we went to Canberra expecting to 

exchange information and establish contact 

ith other political groupings on a 

national basis. We would h?ve done better 

at parliament house. We were, to say the 

least, naivE}~· We should have expected 

. ' 

the mass . escapism which we fourrtl having 

read pre-festival blurbs which concentrate 

politic.§_ in lifestyle. Such literature 

distrubuted was also characterized by the 

total disregard for the latent contradict

ion implicit in the multitude of religious 

and scientific systems which were involved 

w~ expected the vaguaries of what we term 

(from an article by David D'Elyan Spain, 
Tuntable Falls,Nimbin, Oct 76) 

"This should invo], ve for instan.ce the ·. 

taki~g over of entire suburbs and rural, 
~istricts. Thus we can stand steadfas.i and 

gently dismiss from our envirornent tne 

separative and wasteful established ways." 

~ The police raids on Nimbin.._and Cedar 

Bay are examples of gentle dismissal • 
But rather than concentrate our 

discussion here on what was written before 

the fesbival took place we would like to 

discuss the events in which we participat

ed as ·well as witnessed. 
Each day began with a meeting, the firs 

hour of which, was a non-verbal communic

ation session which consisted of people 

attempting to "feel" one another: .- "vibes" 

sually these were attended by th.e-"Messia 



Cairns" of whom genera worship pre- Again the vote was called for ,~to aeci9e 
ailed. Such sentiment was expressed in the time at which such a manifesto group 
umerous versions of "Thank you Jim, for should meet (there being little. time left 

ing our leader~, as well as his own in the day after spiritual experience). 
iting which is explicitly his "own" work Again the vote was denied. Jim decided 

yet consistently uses the royal plural· that such a group should meet at 6. 30 
im received an hour each morning and used :In the morning. Two reasons at least 

it to direct the business of the day, to could be offered in possible explanation 
allow everyone the grace of his own for this decision. It could have been a 
reading and to dictate general directives. test of the sincerity of the politicos 

On one particular occasion when an present and/or it functioned to discourage 
objection to electronic music had been - people from participating in political 
raised, being as expression of the "evil discussion both by denying them decision-
. ity" and the "out there", Jim, presum- making pow~r and the prevailing situation 
cibly far superior in decision-making of a general lack of alarm cloaks. 
ability to those present, decided that Apart from such speculation we found 
such music could not be played after it difficult to perceive what basis for 
lOpm. A vote was called for (no doubt ~Y cohesion §Uch a group may have had consid
ci ty people) only to be greeted by a mass Prinq ~hP niverqency of idea• about 
denunciationof grass- roots demo~ra~y. To where oppression ~~ loc-ated and t~ 
be sure we are not advocating a perpet- insidious myths of tolerance which 
uation of parliamentary democracy but we accompanied these. When fascists side with 
are certain1y not going to sup_port revolutionaries whose politics is being 
fascism no matter what disguises it might co-opted? 
take. Such contradictions may be Such tolerance is a manifestation of 
manifested by those who espouse ideals of bourgeois liberalism and its aim is to 
liberalistic democracy and equality contain those who have a genuine interest 
because they remain empty ideals; they in social change. To substaniat this claim 
have no social context or grounding in . it is necessary to make a statement 
the organization of possible social pertaining to its ideas. The origin of an 
reality. idea is its function and the function of 

The most significant instance of such such tolerance is to allow the ruling 
masquerade occurred at a workshop, which class to perpetuate its vested interest in 
Jim held, on social change. Jim was placing those who questionthe inequality 
suprised at the huge numbers of people present in present social reality in a 
who turned up,qui te -an underestimation moral limbo and to obscure the nature of 
of the sincerity of the mass of people class conflict by obscuring social divis-
present. However hopes were not to be ions. To justify such ideas of tolerance, 1 
raised too high. We have never been forms of Social Darwinism areused. For the 
subject to such a diversity of ridiculous bourgeoisie an individual is divorced from 
excuses parading as effective political her/his social reality tnd her/his needs 
strategy to overthrow the ruling class - are not common to others within soc iety 
from the call to increase drug comsump- - human nature becomes competition and 
tion (SMOKE MORE HASH), the advocation "human nature", the basis of such argue-
of participating in the pleasure of ment, becomes an empty concept divorced 
im~ibing one's own urine, , an attack on fFom its social realization. 
emery as the cause 0-f social "evil", ~he To re~urn to life-style, which, a 
tuaar~ "love IS, though it be irration- majority of those present, equated with 
l"lirie; the establishment of communities social change; in terms of actual living 
t divinely dictated energy centres througl . condittons, hygiene left a lot to be 
0 the call for the "Manifesto" - didn't desired. Such alternative socieE1_es 
't sound worthwhile? usually establish as their basis the 

desire to survive yet numbers of people 

·' 

contracted dyssentry, diarrohea and 
other contaqe ous illnesses. Again this 
~as to be expected after witnessing the 
activities in which people participated in 
the toilet areas; the washing of nappies 
and clothes, bathing and the shaving of 
legs in a floor covered in an inch thick 
of muck.The lack of available water caus
ed people to drink out of the river in v;. 
which (they were warned) liver flukes were 
residing. 

The situation was also exemplified' 
in the washing-up facilities - a tub of 
cold water. No disinfectant was added yet 
it was to serve at least fifteen hundred 
people. Fresh food w~s available and the 

- quality was 
high ~ut it remained bland and ·expensive. 
The high price of food was puzzling since 
labour involved in its preparation ·was 
vol~ntary - which bri~ us on to· an -
~nteresting point. 



Perhaps the most positive action 

taken at the festival concerned the sexist 

division of labour which ar0se initially 

in the kitchens. 

An appeal was made for labour in the 

kitchen and women, forced once again into 

their traditional role, redponded to an 

~ppeal for ~Jch labour which benefited the 

ommi.mi ty, ~!aven' t we yet had enough of 

harity work". Men didn't respond to the 

ppeal and it was only when the women 

hreatened to withhold their labour that 

ny alleviation of the situation occurred. 

The level of awareness of sexist 

iscrimination in actual lifestyle which, 

fter all, the festival was concerned with 

as significantly low. It was only when 

omen recogniseo the collective nature of 

heir oppression as an intergral factor 

'n class struggle and acted upon that 

ecognition in the interests of that class 

chat a degree of social change in this 

mall enclave of 'our larger society, was 

ecured. Numbers of males attempted to 

:ontain actions and con•ciousness-raising 

·f forts made by particular women at gen

ral discussions by using the old tactic 

f reversal, i.e. accusing these women · of 

onsciously trying to create divisions 

· n· the h1.,Unan race rather than recognizing 

he political reality of social divisions 

nd from this point taking effective act

' on. Such meQ . were at.the forefront of 
he voyeurisLlC activity wfiicn tooR place 
t the swimming holes. Such " normal" 
ctivity (the objectification of women) 

e.."Tlains the norm within the counter-cultun 

sdoe 8the pervasive myths which surround 

hild-bearinq and rearinq .· , .. 

An issue which generated much activity 
as the approaching environmental crisis. 

he tendency was not to see th.is issue 

·n the terms of ruling class interest and 

esultant effective strategy for its 

verthrow, b~t rather the city/country 

pposition - mass migration to the 

ountri.The genuine concern for this issue • 

id lead to organized ~ctivity - a large 

emonstration of around three thousand 

eople took place. It is worth mentioning 

hat a hitch occur~ed at this point. Jim 

rgued that another demonstration was on 

t the same time and was worthwhile attend· 

ing . . It's aim was to make a protest to the 

ndian High Commission about the de.tain

ent of a certain individual named Baba 

(the spiritual and "political" leader of 

nanda Marga'-- whoarnongst other things 

supports the idea of a world army to 

supress all ideology) . However not even 

Jim could persuade people that this issue 

was more important than the nuclear power 

issue. 
We feel that what we have described 

thus far is fairly typical of the general 

direction of the festival and there would 

be little point in citing individual 

Rather than being effective politic

ally (for there was little political 

content) th~ festival served to explore 

the ideological dime.nsions of revolution

ary thought. Such occasions tend to 

contain and diffuse potentially revolut-,,, 
.ionary activity through their emphasis on 

lifestyle and to disguise class antagoni 

and economic exploitation under the myths 

of liberal tolerance. 
The l.esson _to be learnt from such an 

occasion -- the need for formal organ'iz

at ion which util4• s a positive political 

program. 

( 

\ 

., 

A POEM 

The sun rising daily 
in our screaming mouths 

Sleep 
which bevils 

HE.i M~N, 
W~NNf\ 

;.lit ? 

the nightmare edges of this conscious-

ness. 

* * * 

example after example. The festival did lc:.11~ ...... ...,....,.....,."T-;"~~~~~~~~il!ii 
serve the function ,throl1ghi ts media D 
coverage, of foregrounding both the idea 

of alternative(thatis, that this is not 

the only reality) and possibilities and 

that particalar needs are not catered for 

within this society (such needs, not nec

essarily beins material since the festival 

was predominantly a middle class occasion) 



RE_C_lPES_ EQR_ THE_ SJU __ DENT 
~ . . . . 

GQU_RM.EJ 

Time& 20-.30 minutes 
T.-perature& 350-375 degrees F. 

\ Serves four. 

l oz butter or margarine 
1 large onion chopped 
3 larged tomatoes chopped 
8 oz peas cooked 
10 oz red .kidney beans cooked 
salt and pepper 
4 potatoes cooked 
Extra ; oz butter or margarine 
2 tablespoons fin~ly chopped parsley 
for garnish. 

Heat butter in a saucepan, add onion, 
and tomatoes and cook for ten minutes. 
Add peas, kidney beans and season with 
salt and pepper, cook for a further 
five minutes. 

Slice potatoes and place a layer on 
a greased ovenproof caserole dish. 
Cover with tOlllato ·mixture and top 
with another -iayer of potatoes. Dot 
with extra butter. Cook in a moderate 
over for 20-30 minutes or until hot. 

Garnish with finely chopped parsle~. 
Serverwith a green salad. 

* * * 

IEBANESE FOOD 

ZUDDRA 

3 tablespoons of oil 
2 medium onions 
1 cup rice 
1 cup l~ntils 

Dice onions and fry in oil until burnt 
(must be burnt!). Add lentils to Onions, 
salt and pepper and boil until soft. 
Then add rice and cook. 

This is .,_ dish that Arabic people have 
in their home all the time. It is 
mostly eaten with the Lebanese salad -

Lots of crushed garlic 
Salt to taste 
Oil (preferably of the olive variety) 
Lemon 

11 salad vegetables. 

rush garlic with salad. Add diced 
getables (Lebanese people dice rather 
an slice foOd.) Then add oil and 

l onion 
diced meat 
oil 
lemon 

(Meat in Lemon -
9'ood for sandwi 

filling 

Fry onions and meat in oil. Add lemon, 
salt and pepper and place lide over 
saucepan and allow to simmer. 

HUMUS 

Garlic (lots) 
Salt 
Lemon (lots) 
Water 
Crushed chic peas 
Tahini paste 

Crush 
large 
lemon 

SHIT SAN?!f ICH 

Add 

1 month's TEAS Allowance 
1 month's grovelling at the supermarket 
1 month's evasion of capitalist 
rent collectors 
1 month's begging at the Salvo's 
1 month's occasional slave employment 

' Combine: 
TEAS all""7ance and slave employment and 
begging. · 
Sift in salt to taste. 
(Imagine you have twice the quantities 
Refec. images excluded). 

Combine with one beaten student and 
mix into a smooth paste. 
Spread thickly on thin slice of 
bread. 

An appetiser for that imaginary meal. 

· · Thank you TEAS (for this recipe) • 
We also wish to extend our gratitude 
to the Queensland Police Force and 
University administration for the 

t n student.) 



CAREERS, COUNSELLING & MEDICAL CENTRE 

he centre, situated next to the bookshop on level +l of University House, has been 
expanded to include a Careers and Employment Service with a careers information section 
The service is run by Bronwyn Duncan, assisted by Lyndal Montgomery. 

The centre is also staffed by a full-time nursing sister, Sister Lyn Orchard. Lyn join 
the university recently to replace Liz Seymour-Smith who left at the end of last year. 
The centre will be open normally between the hours on 8.30 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. but it wi 
usually be necessary for students to make appointments to consult the doctors, the 
counsellor, or the careers officer. Both the counsellor and the doctors visit the 
niversity on a part-time basis, and the times will be posted on the centre door. Belo 

is a diagram to indicate which staff will normally be at the centre at various times: 

DOCTORS 

COUNSELLOR 

Ira Smith 

CAREERS OFFICER 

Bronwyn Duncan 

NURSE 

Lyn Orchard 

RECEPTIONIST 

Lyndal Montgomery 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 

Every morning 8.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. 
Also Tuesday 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m. 

8.30 - 12.30 . 12.00 - 4.00 

Every day 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. 

Every day 8.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m: 

Every day 8.45 a.m. to 4.45 p.m. 

FRIDAY 

ull-time staff will stagger their lunchbreaks so that the centre can stay open at 
unchtime - check at the centre for details. 



ED(JCATION 
High schools are pretty horrible 

places. In high schools we are told what 
·to do, what to wear, how to wear our hair, 
what we should learn, how and when we 
should learn it, who we can talk to, 
and where we should sit. More or less. 
Some schools are more strict and dis
ciplinarian than others. Some schools 
are segrated - · females are not allowes 
to talk to males and vice versa, hair 
over the collar is a major offence, 
and every school has its out of bounds 
anywhere outside the high fences and 
sentineal trees. 

School is an object lesson in how 
to put up with authority. In school the 
basic premise which people (are taught 

Thus our society continues t~ function 
similarily. People forever taking 
orders from a few bosses, without 
thinking for themselves. · People's 
lives being continually controlled by 
politicians, multinational bureaucrats, 
big business interests, the "freedom" 
we have is the freedom to have a 
partial say in what bonds shall lock 
us up. Some freedom: 

We kid ourselves to think we have 
even the freedom to criticise the 

.metaphorical chains and bonds that 
prevent us from having true decision
making power over our lives. We don't 
and anyone who tries has to be careful 

to) operate on is competiveness. I get 
better marks than you, therefore I am 
better than you. So the teachers, and 
parents, tell us. We learn elitism. 

and even clandestine. Dope busts, 
resisting arrests, discrimination in 

often jobs and refusing to employ known 

We learn to consider those who don't 
get as good as marks as us as pretty 
much shits.School discourages most 
forms of co-operation. Co-operation 
is not a value which is 
instilled or even given a positive 
perspective. Competition is seen ~ 
the only valid way for people to exist. 

radicals (e.g. - the recent refusal of 
the Education Department to give a job 
to a Kelvin Grove Teachers' College 
graduate who publicly declared himself . 
to be homosexual), gross misrepresentatior 
and slander in the media to ensure public 
opinion is on the side of the ruling class 
(those who own the newspapers, T.V. 

stations etc.) are just a few of the 

We are told, "you have to obey in schools million and one tricks the state has up 

and accept discipline so that when you get its sleeve to rid the country of deviants. 
a jab you can fit in with society", and 
"fitting in with society" is seen as 
necessarily good. We are not 
encouraged to question the structure of 
society, or question the values on 
which it supposedly runs. 

School is one of the most important 
institutions in any society. It is here 
that people are moulded and instilled 
with the values of that society. In our 
school we are told we live in a demo
cratic cooiltty, but our schools are 
downright fascist. 

We learn to obey those in authority, 
especially when their orders are 
unh'l.lll\ane and degrading, c;i,s they usually 
are. We do things not because we want 
to, or because we believe it right, but 
because someone else thinks it good for 
us (or, more important, good for them.) 
We learn to obey those in authority and 
compete with ·those on the same level 
as us. Learning, which is an 
essentially creative, fulfilling, 
productive and enjoyable experience for 

School paves the way when we' re all 
dressed the same and anyone who doesn't 
wear a tie (they're bloodly uncomfortable) 
or has a tatty uniform (too poor to buy 
new ones) is punished and ostracised. 
School paves the way when we're supposed 
to hate our friends down the road on 
sports days because they go to a different 
school, we yell and chant and scream 
our war crys (or supposed to) so that 
"our" boys (girls are't that important) 
beat "theirs" - the ones in a different 
colour uniform. And we're locked in 
with role checks every half hour and 
roving guard dogs (often known as deputy 
heads or headmasters} prowling, ready 
to pounce on any escaping prisoner. 

In learning, such a natural and potentially 
joyful experience can be turned into such 
a ordered, controlled, authoritarian, 
hated institution as school, and happy 
inquisitive children into surly, deadened, 
uninquiring zombies; what hope is there 
for the rest of our life experiences? 

* * * people, is turned into a mundane, 
uninteresting, competitive chore • 

...:_----~--~~--------~~--------------------

HI · I 
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A LITTLE BIT ABOUT GRIFFITH 

Griffith University, the all-new, 
star-studded, liberal wonder of the 
Queensland Education System. So the 
brochures tell us. Griffith Univer
sity isn't -wonderful. Griffith 
University isn't much different from 
anywhere else. Griffith University 
isn't even progressive. Sure, it's a 
bit better than school, sure you can 
sit around drinking tea most o~ . the 
day, and skip your lectures without 
anybody sending you-~p to the office; 
you can even get away writing shitty 
assignments if you're friends with 
the powers that be. (They'll give 
you alphas whil--e those people who 
are original and make their -own 
analysis are foiled. They name it 

lagarism when there's only one book 
n the subject in Brtsbane and they 

leaf through it till they find one 
r two phrases which are the same -
lagarism was the latest and newest 
uphemism for political essays). 

ut lets not kid ourselves that the 

Yes - I'd advise anyone to go to Grifftih, · 
rather than Qld uni or to the -workforce, 
because it seems .to be easier to survive 
here. But that doesn't' mean I'm upholding 
the Griffith - great land in the sun 
propaganda or hoping anybody has illusions 
about what Griffith is. No-one should enterain 
for more than ten minutes that Griffith is · 
what it says it is in the brochures. 

A final point as to why in universities 
you have a bit more control over ?ow you learn. 
Not what you learn of course, but how - eg you 
have~e time in which you have to do your 
own discipling to make yourself work - its 
not done for you as in school. 

This is not; as you are told, because . 
you're older and more mature. It is because, 
-<!S a university student, you are one of the 
privileged few (even with TEAS) and; with 
your degree, you are going to be in a. 
position of relative power when you finally use 
your degree to get a job (if you choose to). 

And, with your degree, and consequently 
higher wages and more power in your job, you'll 
have to be able to make decisions (rather than 
carryign out decisions made for you) and to 
order those under - those like your friends 
at school who didn't get the chance or didn't 
want to go on to tertiary (it certainly isn't 

t\ ~ct:.~re and the running of Griffith "higher") education. 
· , ~~~.c.!~-~~: . hierarchical lines were the 
ig bosses make the decisions. The 
haifpersons, the boai:-d of directors 
nd etc. The staff sometimes has a 
it of a say - depending on the 
iberalness of the chairman (never 
men) - but he (never she) has the 
wer of veto (which he often uses). 
d don't ,1.- '-- ,e'rim consider students 

I wOcJ&p 4t'£ To I ~W '111 
~SN! -y-._-~6M~ 

~~-n -d:NO~. 
having control over their learning -
there's a big difference between being able 
to ~hoose. from a few assignments each week 
or even inventing your own topic (which 
does'nt happen) and deciding what, when, 
where, and how you are going to learn. 

Griffith university prides itself on 
being a progressiv.e institution and has 
its token radicals, feminists, and 
liberality towards its students, (no-one 
really minds if you're a day or two late with 
your assignments). But Griffith is as 
conservatively based as any other institution 
and as every institution must be based on 
the ethrcs (?) and power system that runs 
the society. It has a few interesting ad
vantages over say Qld uni and the paid 
workforce, or potentially unpaid workforce if 
you're female; these being that the workload 
is (comparitively) not that heavy (until 
you get used to it and then the speed of 
the line is increased); it DOES have pleasant 
surroundings; it is small and consequently 
more humane - because· you know the authorities 
and they know you, which tends to help people 
actualiy as humans -rather than just numbers 
and ranks. 

\'n" NO'\" H~\I\ N<T AN'f 
'Ptf\JtRS\ONS 
N rn'f Sc.\-\OOL 

L 
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Some 2,500 students in Queensland 
participated in a strike on Sept. 
30 last year to protest the threat 
of reintroduction of fees for 
overseas, higher and second degree 
students, to demand that there be 
no cuts in education funding, and 
to protest the low level of 
tertiary allowances. This first 
national student strike forced 
the government to drop its plan 
to reintroduce some tuition fees 
and also saw higher increases in 
TEAS allowances than expected. 

_The Student Mobilization for 
Education on April 28 is an ex
tension and a development of the 
demands raised last year. The 
coming months are critically 
important for all students. It 
is clearly the intention of the 
government to attempt to . fois.t 
the burden of the current economic 
crisis ·onto those least able to 
shoulder it and those expected to 

' resist less. It is essential that 
students demonstrate that they . 
refuse to tolerate government 
·attacks. April 28 will be the 
first time that students will be 
demonstrating for a cause without 
relating it to a specific event. 
September 30 last year showed that 
when students are willing to take 
control of their own fate, and 
gather in large numbers to put 
their case publicly, the govern
ment is forced to take notice. 
The time to continue our protests 
through large scale student 
action is now. 

The Fraser Government is attempt
ing to restrict the nature of post· 
secondary education in Australia . , 
and the people who have access to 
it. 

In 1974, tuition fees were 
abolished and replaced by the 
Tertiary Education Assistance 
Scheme as an attempt to make 
education more accessible. This 
year, less than 30% of those 
students studying will receive a 
tertiary allowance. Of these 
people, only 29% will be 
eligible for the maximum grant. 
Despite the increase in the level 
of TEAS after September 30th last 
year, the new rates have not kept 
pace with inflation, and the 
maximum grant is still $12 b~low 
the poverty line. TEAS is the 
only social security benefit which 
is not indexed. As inflation · 
continues, students slip further 
and further behind. Already, 
even the maximum allowance of 

.$-4;-is well below the dole and 
other_ social security benefits, .. 
let alone in relation to the aver
age weekly earnings which now top 
$180. 

In order to alleviate the 
immediate economic plight of 
students TEAS should be raised to 
120% of the Henderson Poverty 
Line. This is the level nominated 
as 'poor' as distinct from 100% 
of the line, classed as 'very poor' . 
In the long term, however, 
students must demand the right to 
.equal and open availability of 
post-secondary education. The 
present means test on TEAS 
discriminates against many students 
in need. Education is a right for 
all people, irrespective of their 
parents' means. Moreover, it is 
the responsibility of the govern
ment to ensure adequate living 
conditions for all people in 
Australia. No student should be 
forced to undergo financial 
hardship while studying. 

Education should be freely 
available to all people who want 
it, and at a level above poverty. 
A living wate at least equivalent 
to the minimum wage is a basic 
right. 

The reason for the current 
depressed and restricted TEAS is 
to allow the government further 
control through the possible 
introduction of a loans scheme for 
1978. This can only be s~en as 
an attempt to further erode grants. 
TEAS grants would become a smaller 
and smaller component of total 
student income. TEAS would be 
frozen and inflation would quickly 
erode its value. Students would 
increasingly be forced to take 
out loans and accumulate more and 
more debt. Poorer students would 
be hardest hit, being most 
reluctant to accept a substantial 
debt upon graduation. Any sort of 
loans scheme, whether partial, 
~upplementary or comprehensive, is 

1no substitute for an adequate 
grants scheme. If T.E.A.S. were 
were adequate, there would be no 
need for loans. 

There is also the threat of reintr
~duction of fees for some categor
ies of students. This must be seen 
as the first step towards the reint· 
reduction of fees for. all t d s u ents, 
and must be opposed. 

It is clear that these threats are 
attempts by the Government to res
trict ~he availability of tertiary 
education through direct economic 
controls.Taken alongside the gov
ernment cutbacks in general educa
tion spending(which have led to 
fewer course~! fewer teaching staff 



the indefinite deferrment of new 
buildings, repairs and child-care 
programmes, shorter library hours 
and the restriction of choices of 
courses and assessment) , and their 
attempts to restrict educational 
opportunities further through the 
inquiry into Education and Train
ing (which wants an education syst
emn geared to narrow, employer 
controlled, job-orientated training 
that will even further limit the 
access to higher education) , stud
ents are faced with an enormous 
and critical fight on their hands. 
April 28 is the day to demand an 
increased say in the nature of ed
ucation, and to oppose the Govern
ment attacks. It js essential that 
students make an obv.ious and strong 
demand for adequate financing, for 
increased critical social relevence 
in courses,for equitable access. and 
for democratic organisation. 

ALL OUT ON APRIL 2'8th I I I If I I 

Sian Lewis 

A gener~l meeting of the students on 
this catnpus held on April 13th deci
ded to support the demands of the 
April 28th mobilization.This in its
elf means very little without the 
active backing of all students here. 
It is essential that people realize 
the very serious nature of the 
present threat to education.We are 
not just talking about the amount 
of money in our pockets but about 
the entire question of education in 
this country and who it serves.Econ
omic factors are one obvious aspect 
of the restrictions on access to 
tertiary institutions.However,they 
are not the only ones.Government 
cuts to education funding have 
forced many campuses to increase 
class sizes,layoff staff ,spend less on 
libraries and other teaching aids. 
There has .been a lowering of the 
number of course to be offered in 
this university in the next few years 
Obviously,present courses seen as 
less 'economically' useful,special 
topics (AES) .etc. are threatened in 
the near future because of the 
squeeze on funds.Griffiths growth 
has already been effected with cuts 
in funding for student housing, with 
the future even more uncertain. 

The right to education and a living 
wage is an ~mportant one,therefore 
I hope people will consider very 
carefully supporting the strike on 
April 28th.Don't be put off by the 
possibility of missing lectures for 
a day-if we don't make the governme
nt realize that they can't get away 
with what they are doing ,there may 
be no be no lectures of any use to 
go back to next year,and no money to 
get there. 

/.t ·/' 
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·FOUR TRIPLE Z 
This is -a personal view of 4ZZZ, 
therefore the ideas expressed 

. cannot be assumed to be the ideas 
of the radio station as a whole. 

4ZZZ and the ABC are the only two 
broadcasters in Brisbane at present 
who of fer any kind of honest and 
open approach to either music, 
news or current social develop
ments. I feel I can discount the 
commercial offerings because they 
are run on a pr~fit oriented 
basis and are thus under the con
trol of a group of people who 
weild a great deal of power. and 
want it to stay that way. There 
are many problems with being such 
a small radio station~ as 4ZZZ is, 
the major one being an acute lack 
of resources, both in tei..~s of 
money and manpower. This is where 
the ABC is able to present far 
more complex and indepth progrc®s, 
but they are governed by the fact 
that they must stay. so much 0 closer 
to the boundaries of convention; 
they must try not to offend 
minorities of any kind - because 
the ABC exists for all Australians, 
and tries to cater for all Austral-. 
ians. 

" > 

~ l 
0 . 

~n itself 4ZZZ is a fairly limited 
outlet, the musical range, though 
wider than the commercial stations, 
is still caught up in the structure ' 
of music classification - rock, 
jazz, classical etc. This is 
perhaps one of its greatest 
musical downfalls, put because or-
t~e reasonably open program 
arrangements this can be overcome. 

I 
There is no strict control on ' 
'that "type'; of music each 

·individual announcer' plays in a 
program, it is. left very much to 

-personal taste. The .theory behind 
this being that there should be 
9ig enough differences in announc
ers to provide variation. 

Once music has been covered I come 
to the biggest bug in the bed, 

politics and other social develop
ments. It is clear that 4ZZZ is 
biased and anyone who thinks it 
isn't is fooling themselves. All 
news outlets are in some way 
biased - because people have 
different attitudes to the same 
thing; it's un~voidable. 
However, a larger problem exists, 
it is the lack of good, creative 
talk programs. This is mainly 
one of time and person power-the· 
facility exists, but it is up to 
interested people with ideas to 
produce these programs. There is 
no group of people at present 

·producing programs on an irregular 
basis, that expose problems, bring 
out new ideas,· or j _ust generally 
inform people of .what is going on -

,be it in terms of polities or 
education or more artistically 

.based things. 

4ZZZ is there to be developed but 
it is in dire need of an influx of 
new ideas; it wants revitalising. 
I feel that it has the potential 
to put across a whole range of 
ideas that are a't present being 
ignore~. But like so many things _,,. 
these days it needs involvement, 
it needs people. There is no way 
around that. As a person who has 
been involved in the station for 
over half a year (the \9 tation is 
only a little over a year old) I 
have seen a lot of changes, some 
for better, some for worse, but 
there is still a massive potential 
for more change. The whole vitality 
Qf a media outlet relys on 
constant influx. 

To finish - rather than making a 
massive plea for money (even though 
we do need it) I am'going to ask 
people with ideas to get involved. 
Forget about the differences in 
ideological outlook that may exist 
between some people at the station 
and yourselves, forget about things 
that have been told to you about · 
cliques - they exist everywhere. 
Just get in and try. With ex-ternal 
energy being put into the radio 
station it can become a much better 
thing as well as a lasting one. 

To contact 4ZZZ phone 371.5111 

( 
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Midnight Shows for La Boite? 

Starting in June it is planned 
that the La Boite theatre be the 
venue for midnight theatre. 
Although things are still very 
much in the pipeline the aim of 
this venture is to depart from the 
sort of theatrical practice that 
generally goes on there and to 
move into an area that would 
hopefully be able 'to draw on much 

BOARD REVIEWS ITS CONSTITUTION 

The Board of Community Services 
has been operating for nearly two 
years. The newly appointed Board 
for 1977 had its first meeting on 
25th March, 1977 and decided i~ 
was time to conduct a compreh~nsive 
and fundamental review of its 
constitution. It is seeking sub
missions from the Union of Students 
and the two Staff Associations as 
these three bodies appoint the 
members of the Board and its 
Committees. 

Submissions, comments or suggest
ions as to the form that the Board's 
constitution should · take are also 
welcome from any member of the 
University community. The Board's 
existing constitution is set out in 
University Statute 2.8 - "The Board 
of Community Services" and in Rule 
No. · l made pursuant to Statute 2.8 
- "Management Committees of the 
Board of Community Services". 
Copies of these documents are in
cluded in the University Calendar 
and are also available at the 
Community Services Office. 

Any and all comments will be con
sid~red if thev are qiven to Bi~l 
Abrahams, the Community Services 
Officer, by Friday 6th May, 1977. 

more diverse people ... and be 
attractive to people who do not 
usually make up the theatre crowd. 
As there are barely any kind of 
after midnight life in Brisbane it 
is to be hoped that this might 
fill in that gap. Wine and cheese 
will be available as usual. 

If you have any ideas yourself, 
could you get in contact with 
Sue Parker. 

G.U.A.M.C.C. 

Mark Dolley in the Community 
Services Office is trying to form 
a University trail bike club 
called the Griffith University 
Amateur Motor Cycle Club for 
regular weekend trips to Wivenhoe 
Motor Cycle Park. With competit
ions in Motorcross (Jr. & Sr.), 
Flat Track, Time Trials and 
normal trials, with trophies as 
prizes, open to anyone, and of 
course, just normal riding for 
anyone who has a bike, loves 
camping out and most importantly 
likes .riding in wide open spaces. 
The club is open to anyone i.e. 
male or female, inside or outside 
the University community, and needs 
members to start. All you need is 
a bike .of any sort, except of 
course a road bike, and your 
toothbrush. If you are interested 
contact Mark in Community Services 
Office between 8.30 a.m. and 
5.00 p.m. or ring him on ext. 7373 
a.h. 44 2322. 



Government Legalises .Rape -Church to Issue Licences 

Moving with unaccustomed speed the 
government has finally passed into 
legislation perhaps the greatest 
social reform or our century - the 
legislation of rape. By the simple 
expedient of obtaining a license, 
freely available from the church 
(in the technical, legal jargon of 
the act this is designated marriageY 
a man (husband) can now rape the 
women of his choice, though restri
cted to one license at a time and 
one woman per licens£. The most 
'important change in the new Act was 
the addition of the words "not his 
wife" to the old law:-

Before the recent dramatic behind·
the-scenes activity most progressi

ves and enlightened liberals had 
been quietly despairing of any 
change in the old rape law. True, 
since the winding down of the 
Vietnam war many re-blooded men had 
been complaining quite vociferously 
of a lack of suitable victims on 
whom they could unleash their 
violent impulses, but this had 
become bogged down in a sea of red 
tape. The situation had become 
even more intolerable because of 
the recent economic troubles 
making managerial positions, the 
traditional outlet for violence, 
even more scarce than they already 
were. However, the new Act took 
only an amazing two weeks from its 
first draft to become law, though 
parliamentarians are quick to deny 
any link between this and the 
torture-killing of an M.P. two 
weeks ago by a group claiming that 
if they couldn't assault women they 
would assault politicians. 

However the real credit must go to 
the church, for, in a remarkable 
display of unity not seen for over 
a thousand years, christians of all 
denominations had rallied behind 
their spokesman, St. Paul, who had . 

proclaimed a year of prayer to 
purify the world. Ironically 
St. Paul had once been regarded as 
a dangerous radical because of his 
"no babies" fanaticism ("It is good 

for a man to have nothing to do 
with women" COR vii. l) but as the 
year of prayer gathered momentum 
it affected even him and his 
policies became re-assuringly 
moderate. And now elation is not 
a strong enough word to describe 

the feelings of true christians 
at having put into practice the 
lofty ideals and great spiritual 
values that St. Paul expressed in 
COR vii.9 - "It is a good thing if 
they stay as I am myself; but if 
they cannot control themselves, 
they should marry. Better be 
married than burn with vain desire." 

Civil liberties groups are particu

larly jubilant about the law for it 
will mean the disbanding of the 
special rape squads which have kept 
hundreds of thousands of men enf or
c ing the old rape law. The civil 
liberties groups have always been 
anxious about the large size of the 
rape squads and the danger to 
individual liberty should they fall 
under the control of power mad 
politicians. However, since exper
ts have estimated that violations of 
the new law (marrying more than one 

person or not marrying the victim 
beforehand) would only amount to 
a few thousand per year, these can 
be handled in the course of normal 
police work. 

Employer groups are also excited 
by the new law for it promises to 
be the perfect solution to the 

• 



present- economic troubles. Since 
it is highly unlikely that most 
"husbands" will permit their· "wives" 
to remain in their present employ
ment (their financial independence 
would make them unwilling and even 
hostile victims) their jobs can 
be filled by former _members of the 
rape squads. This in itself wil+ _ 
result in a massive reduction in 
the national wages bill, the sign
ificance of which should be clear 
since rising wages are the main 
cause of rising prices. But this 
is not all. Since women will be 
spending most of their time away 
from work it is natural that they 
should take full charge of r~ising 
children with the result that the 
government will no longer have to 
fund the financially crippling 
child-care centres. Unlike the 
previous system where child-raising 
was the equal responsibility of 
both parents, men will now be freed 
from these onerous duties and this, 
together with being fed, clothed 
and pampered at home, will ensure 
that they arrive in peak condition 
for their jobs every day. Finally, 
if a women should need extra money 
(the good "wife"•will probably wish 
to help her "husband" by covering 
the cost of housekeepi~g) there is 
not doubt society will insist that 
she be paid lower wages to prevent 
her becoming too independent - a 
further saving in the wages bill. 

Internationally, perhaps the most 
important benefits of the new law 
will come from the lessening of 
East/West tensions. Russia had 
legalised rape many years ago, even 
awarding Motherhood medals to 
exemplary victims, and our two 
countries will now move much closer 
together. In this role, for, 
although they have often.fulminated 
against the "red menace'' this was 
more to take the minds of their 
flocks off the present economic 
troubles than the result of any 
serious differences between christ
ianity and communism. In fact, in 
the church's present all-out attack 
on pornography they are sponsoring 
a lecture tour by the head bf the 
Soviet Film Institute, Professor 

/ Gerasimo,v. As can be seen ,his . 
famous 1974 speech could have been 
made by !he Pope (had he been a . 
film director).-

Predictably, the new Act has brought 
into the limelight the usual run of 
cranks and crackpots who would 
rather knock down what others have 1 
built than come to grips with their 

' own inadequacies. The most pitiable 
of _these is Dr. Delgard, a once 
brilliant scientist struck down in 
the prime of his career by mental 
illness. He believes that our 
present society is a prison where 

people with power and privilege 
prevent the expression of 
co-operation and self-activity. 
He maintains . that in a free society 
peoples activity and energy will 
be used constructively instead of 
being dissipated in violence -
violence that the new Act is 
merely (to him) sweeping under 
the carpet. Perhaps this !~test 
outburst will convince his well
mean_ing and long :;uffering collegu
es that he would be be!:__ter off in 
a psychiatric institution wh~re he 
would receive the sort of treatment 
for his delusions that has proven 
so succe$sful in Russia. 

MorP serious opposition to the Act 
came from women themselves, 
Marches, protest demonstrations 
and strikes of*massive proportions 
lasted for several days until the 
government made numerous concess
ions and since then the future of 
the Act was assured. The two most 
important of these concessions were 
that an ombudsman be appointed to 
investigate any abuses and compla
ints arising from the Act. And 
secondly, to give due honour to 
women, a special day has been set 
aside as a public holiday to 
commerate the new Act acknowledging 
its momentus significance for 
women. The new holiday has been 
called Mothers Day and will be 
celebrated on the first Sunday in 
May (a weekday would have meant 
lost wages). On this day it is 
expected that children and husbands 
will present the woman with a small 
gift,a symbolic return of the 
independence she once enjoyed·. 

i 
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FILM INSTITUTE 
1977 was still only young whe.u the 
Courier-Mail headlined an article 
about the promise of Qld for a 
film industry. 

The article spoke in the most 
optimistic tones about how well 
our fair state was suited to the 
production of films because of 
its climate and, how, with en
couragement it would b~come the 
Hollywood of Australia. 

The writer of this revelation 
(God bless his well meaning~ and 
enthusiastic soul) failed to 
realize that cli~ate was not Dhe 
only criteria for the existence 
of a workable film industry. 

With the emergence of the Qld Film 
and Television Institute one would 
expect more "sophisticated" 
notions on establishing film 
making in Qld to develop. And 
that did happen. In the minds 
of some present at the meetings 
awards system comparable to the 
Academy awards or the Logies 
seemed necessary for film making. _ 
They may be entitled the "Charlie" 
(after Charles Chavall) or maybe 
even the "Mango". There was 
further talk about having them 
telecast in prime viewing time and 
so on, but no-one ever uttered 
the slightest suggestion as to 
who or what the awards would be 
given. 

Those interested in film in Qld 
are still enticed by the naive 
assumption that film is a 
glamorous business. Possibly 
this idea has been promoted by a 
certain Brisbane Casting Agent who 
photographs nude, all the women 
on his files - even the sixty 
year old grannies who one day hope 
to make a soap powder commer9ial 
or by the member of the teachers 
union who seems to be mistaking 
his blackboard for the silver 
screen. 

They probably know nothing of 
people like Mike Thormhill, Tom 
Jeffries, Joan Long or Sue Millican 
who realize the business is a hard 
one. These are people who have 

been prepared to get out and 

hustle, get their hands dirty, but 
do what they set out to do - make 
films;not'talk about the power 
of pro-tern committees. They 
certainly re~lize that climate 
and awards are just not in the race. 

by G.E. Smith 

/ 
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Jump into Debt 
Last Tuesday April 26th,'Day for 
Night' was shown at the Mimosa Ck. 

film night accompanied _by a docum
entary on parachuting called 
"Jump" which was produced and dir
ected by Peter Bull and Jaz Shann
on and shot at Beaudesert and 
Caloundra.The problems that Peter 
had both selling the documentary 
(which they financed themselves) 
and over the copyright for the 
song used in the film are indicat
ive of the appalling status of 
film on a national and state level. 
It is hard to believe,but it is 
±rue,that such a technically well 
produced documentary with a subje
ct matter that has a certain media 
appeal,is unsaleable. 

Why is this so?The A.B.C was unwi
lling to pay enough money for the 
documentary to allow the two prod
ucers to recoup the significant 
amount ; of money that they outlay- . 
ed.The sheer technical difficulties 
involved in this film entailed 
nearly a years work and a commens
urate increase in cost. 

The use of Martin Williams documen
taries on commercial television in 
Brisbane,and the "Big Country" 



series on the A.B.C means an effec
tive monopoly on documentaries in 
Queensland. 

This is little different from the 
situation in Brisbane where Brian 
Muir is the only casting agent 
and effectively sues any opposition 

As if this isn't enough,the refusal 
of Australian agents for CBS to 
allow copyright for the Roger Will
iams number at the end,after init
ially giving approval.This is eno
ugh for Peter to start muttering 
darkly about film being a mug's 
game.His opinion is that you shou~ 
ld not do anything independantly. 

In a meeting on the 18th April 
in the Cinema Lecture Theatre the 
Griffith Branch of the Brisbane 
Progress Committee was formed. 

It has as its aims (1) the 
fostering of sensible clothing 
suitable for our climate. Under 
this aim we advocate as concrete 
measures: 

the use of safari suits with
out ties; 
the reintroduction of baggy 
trousers and shirts for the 
circulation of air; 

. a media campaign to make the 
wearing of sarongs as suitable 
evening and BBQ attire; 
the compulsory wearing of 
pith helmets by all business 
and construction persons. 

(2) the 
improvement of the Brisbane envir
onment as well as social and 
community Life in general in this 
city. 

. the encouragement of tha City 
Council° to plant Moreton Bay 
Figs instead of fountains; 

. the providing of special 
monetary incentives for the 
construction of outdoor 
drinking places; 
the provision of bicycle paths; 
the reopening of the Bellevue 
and the Regatta in their 
original forms and the hiring 
of Earl Hynes to play there• 

. the conversion of football 
grounds to parks; 

brisbane 
·progress 
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the introauction of village 
greens; 
a tow~ plan to make Brisbane 
the boulevard city of 
Australia; 

. a planned high rise develop
ment of West End on a Swedish 
model for the provision of 
attractive high rise with 
suitable recreation facllities; 
the demolition of the suburb 
of Sunnybank and Garden City 
Shopping Complex, to make way 
for the introduction of a 
green belt outside of Brisbane 
so Redland Bay and Sunnybank 
can once again be Brisbane's 
bread basket; 
the eviction of the Gold and 
Sunshine Coasts from near 
Brisbane, in order that 
Brisbane can have some night 
life. Their suggested 
removal to Bundaberg. 

the manufacture of cheaper 
flyscreens in all sizes for 
windows; 
the reintroduction of shutters; 
to foster close co-operation 
between the Lang Park Trust 
and the La Boite theatre; 
the staging of theatrical 
happenings at Lang Park. 

We invite any submissions interest
ed members of the Community wish 
to make. They can be made by 
addressing all Correspondence to 
the Brisbane Progress Society 
care of The Newspaper -Office. 

/ 



STUDENT MOBILISATION FOR 
EDUCATION APRIL 28 

It's always easy to protest after the event -
when things have gone wrong, and when it 
might be too late to change them. 

It's easy to protest about the attacks by the 
Federal Government on education and stud
ents - after the Budget cuts are made. 

That's not what the Student Mobilisation 
for Education being held on April 28 is all 
about Certainly the Mobilisation is to pro
test about the Government's slashing of educa
tion and welfare programs: but the main 
thrust is looking towards the future. 

The coming months are critically import
ant for all students. What we can expect in 
the August Budget will make last year's cuts 
seem like flea bites in comparison. 

These could include: 
• reductions in education funding at all levels. 

The Federal Education Minister, Senator 
Carrick, has spoken of the likelihood of re
duction in 111oney terms as well as real 
terms. 

• the possible reintroduction of some sort of 
tertiary tuition fees. 

• the freezing of Tertiary Education Assist
ance Scheme (TEAS) allowances at their 
present below-poverty levels. Senator Car
rick tolj the Australian Union of Students 
on March 30 that there would be no 
increases this year. 

• the probable introduction of a government
controlled student loans scheme. 

• the reallocation of Federal education mon
ies to serve the needs of private employers 
even more than at present. 

Federal Treasurer Philip Lynch has stated 
that the Government wants to increase the 
use of the 'user pays' principle in ed_ucation 
and welfare. Of course some people are more 
capable of paying than others, so what this 
means is survival of the richest. Education · 
never becomes a right for all since the cost 
burden is shifted from the public purse to the 
individual. 

This 'user pays' principle is the rationale 
for a loans scheme - education on hire pur
chase. The Commonwealth Student Loans 
Committee will be presenting its report in 
May, just after the Mobilisation. The Govern
ment is willing to exploit the hardship of stu
dents by introducing loans for those students 
who.don't get TEAS allowances - 60% of · 
students. The logical thing to he!p those stu
clents would be to abolish all eligibility re
quirements for the TEAS, but no ... the · 
Government intends to ensure that a higher 
percentage of students miss out. TEAS will 
become a tokenistic and less costly scheme, 
the bulk of stu::lents graduating with a sub
stantial debt. 

Not a very pleasant picture! 
It's not much use leaving our protests 

until after the r977 horror Budget. If we a.re 
going to influence the Government, it is now. 
And if anything is going to influence the 
Government, large-scale student CJCtion is it. 

The national student strike on September 
30 last year, when 18,000 students took part 
in rallies around Australia, forced the Govern
ment to drop its plans to reintroduce some 
tution fees at that time and also saw higher 
increases in TEAS allowances than expected 
(though eligibility requirements were stiffer.ad). 

What we can achieve by supporting the 
Student Mobilisation for Education on April 
28 is to demonstrate that students will not 
accept Governmental attacks. 

The AUS doesn't think that more money 
will solve everything. There will still be ineffic
ient, self-perpetuating bureaucracies running 
campuses which won't necessarily plan the 
sort of courses, employ the staff, construct 
the buildings, etc. that students want and 
need. There needs to be student-staff control 
of tertiary institutions, with all post-second
ary institutions directed to serve the needs of 
the majority of the people in this society 
instead of the few who run it today. 



WHAT WE WANT 
1. NO CUTBACKS IN EDUCATION SPENDING: 

A REAL INCREASE IN GOVERNMENT 

EDUCATION SPENDING 

There is a crisis in higher education in Australia. The 

Fraser Government has frozen funding to tertiary institu

tions. 
Few classrooms and libraries will be built in colleges 

·and universities. Teaching facilities and living accommo

dation on campus will inevitably deteriorate . New build· 

ing programmes are being scrapped. Book purchasiis and 

hours of opening libraries are being cut back. More and 

more staff are being fired or not being replaced - and 

those remaining are being subjected to heavier course 
loads. Various academic authorities have warned of the 

possibility of a widescale return to exam-based assessment 

in subjects where students have won reforms in the past. 

Already, in many areas, the amount of tutorial teaching 

is being reduced in favour of the larger sized lectures. 

This situation makes.education even less accessible than 

it is already. The levels of education spending should not 

be cut back, nor should only enough money be provided 

to compensate for inflation. Substantial increases in fund

ing are required . Educat ion must be accessible and free to 

all people who want it, irrespective of class, age, sex, sex

uality or ethnic background. Education is a right for all 

people, not a privilege for a few. 

2. NO TUITION FEES 

Tuition fees were abolished by the Labor Government. 

Last year, Federal Education Minister Carrick suggested 

that fees would be reintroduced for overseas, second and 

higher degree students. After strong protest he backed 

down. He cannot be allowed to attempt this again - since, 

if successful, this would be the first step towards the ful! 

reintroduction of fees. The abolition of fees made tertiary 

education more accessible to students from poorer back

grounds. Fees must not be reintroduced. 

3. THE IMMEDIATE INCREASE OF TERTIARY 

EDUCATION ASSISTANCE SCHEME PAYMENTS 

AND OTHER SOCIAL BENEFITS TO 120% OF 

THE HENDERSON POVERTY LINE! 

91,000 students rely on the Tertiary Education Assistance 

Scheme (TEAS) for support while stuqying. The maximum 

TEAS benefit of $43 is well below the Henderson poverty 

line. 
According to a Melbourne study, the absolute minimum 

income needed t;>y a student in 1977 will be $3,000 (li.ving 

away from home) or $2,000 (living at home). However, 

the maximum TEAS grant - which only a minority of stu

dents on TEAS can get - is only $2,235 (independent, 

living away from home) or $1,250 (dependent, living at 

home) . TEAS does not even cover the most conservative 

estimates of student living costs. 
In order to alleviate the very worst of the economic 

plight of students, the Federal Government should immed

iately raise the level of TEAS to 120% of the Henderson 

poverty line. This is the level nominated as 'poor', as dis-

tinct from the base line of 'very poor'. It would ·currently 
be about $65 per week. 

TEAS should also be indexed quarterly to movements 

in the Consumer Price Index. Otherwise, TEAS allowances 

wi II continue to be eroded by inflation. 

4. NO RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR TEAS: 

TEAS MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS 
(INCLUDING ABORIGINES)! . 

The eligibility restrictions on who can get TEAS are used 

by the Federal Government to sabotage student living 

standards. In 1976, only one third of students received 

a TEAS_grant, and of these only 29% received the maximum 
rate. In October last year, the Government once again 

tightened the eligibility restrict ions, and this year far fewer 

TEAS recipients will be eligible for the maximum benefit. 

Increases in TEAS allowances are meaningless when eligibil· 
ity restrictions are used in this way. 

5. NO GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED LOANS SCHEME 

The Government wants to introduce a loans scheme to 

'supplement' TEAS. This is the thin edge of the wedge. 

TEAS grants would become a smaller and smaller com
ponent of total student income. TEAS would be frozen 

and inflation would quickly erode the value of the grants. 

Increasingly, students would be forced to take out loans 

and accumulate more and more debt. Poorer students 

would be those hardest hit. Any sort of loans scheme, 

whether partial, supplementary or comprehensive, is no 

substitute for an adequate grant scheme. If TEAS were 

adequate there would be no need for loans. 

6. A LIVING WAGE FOR ALL! 

Even if all students received TEAS benefits at the 'poor' 

level, they would not be receiving anywhere near a decent 

living income. They would still be scraping hard to get by. 

Given the massive productive forces of a society like Aus

tralia, students should not be forced to li~e in poverty. 

Students should share the basic right that belongs to every 

Australian - a living wage at least equivalent to the mini
mum wage. 

7. NO RESTRUCTURING OF EDUCATION TO SERVE 

THE INTERESTS OF THE EMPLOYERS! 

Having begun to reduce overall education spending, the 

Federal Government also wants to reorganise colleges of 

advanced education, universities and technical colleges on 

a 'more efficient' basis. This is why it has set up an En

quiry into Education and Training. This Enquiry must 

not be used to justify cutbacks in education funding, to 

place the blame for poor economic management by the 

Government onto educational institutions and courses, 

to restrict educational opportunities to narrow, employer

controlled, job-oriented training, or to restrict access to 
higher education even further. 



Facing the Duck. 
by Catherine Greenfield 

Last night I killed myself. I 
got up from bed and sat on the 
balcony railing. I often do it 
at night when I can't sleep. 
The cold air and the loneliness of 
sitting watching the stars or the 
cloudy black skies numb me and 
freeze my thoughts. But this time, 
leaning back, I didn't bother to 
hold on or balance myself in any 
way and I just went over the side 
falling down onto the driveway. 
It was only after the terrific 
thud against the concrete, when 
every part of my body seemed to be 
tearing in different directions 
that I woke up. 

Waking was even stranger than the 
fall. To find myself lying in bed 
when I should have been lying three 
floors below was for some reason a 
shocking discovery. That such a 
momerttous decision and test of will 
seemed to have _been thwarted by 
the sheets and blankets I was 
wrapped in caused me unbearable 
frustration. I pulled them 
viciously aside and jumped up to 
open the door onto the balcony. 
It was locked. 

I stepped backwards and sat on 
the edge of my bed, staring at the 
door handle. Had I locked it last 
night? I _never did, except for 
years ago, when afterwards I would 
shove the key between the pages of 
a certain book, . as part of a 
nightly ritual of hiding scarves 
and belts and extra pillows and 
anything that might have been 
used to murder me as I slept. I 
remembered I could not bear to 
close my eyes if, these things lay 
around me in the room - as if I 
knew the desire to kill would 
steal into them as soon as they 
knew they were unwatched. Looking 
around the room now, it struck me 
how careless I had become. The 
knotted cord from my dresssing 
gown lay hooped over the bedpost, 
and below it, on the floor, was a 
~econd pillow. In full view of 
the desk lay the kitchen knife I 
had been using to d{vide wrapping 
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paper into sheets. And on top of 
the bookshelves above my bed sat 
a heavy, dark shape that, if it 

fell, would crash straight down 

onto the pillows. I looked at it 
with surprise. This duck - a 
solid metal creature with a 
shaking neck - had ·been worrying 
me for some time. Strange I had 
not realized why. 

I stood up on the bed and pulled 
the duck down from the shelves 
and went to the door to put it 
outside. Then I remelT!bered the 

I 
key, and setting the duck on the 
~loor, began looking for the bpok 
where I had often hidden it. 
Searching the des~, I picked up the 
knife and laid it carefully at 
the back of a drawer. The old 
favourite novel was lying on a 
nearby table and the key fell out 
as soon as I opened it. 

When I walked out onto the balcony 
I heard voices carrying on a 
jerking conversation below me. I 
put the duck down in a corner, and 
turned to the railing to look over 
the side to where I dreamt I had 
fallen. The people talking were 
grouped around a body lying on 
the driveway. Every few seconds 
one of them would turn and point 
up to the balcony above me. I 
leant further out and twisted my 
lead to look up. A man's face was 
just visible, jutting out beyond 
the top rail. He was staring 
down and past me to the ground. • 
I started to wave my hand to get 
his attention, perhaps to tell 
him that I knew how she had fallen, 
but he moved back suddenly, and I 
heard the door above slide shut. 

The people below talked on, and I 
watched them for a while, 
occasionally bending over the body, 
and then straightening up and 
moving back from it. I turned 
around and sat on the bench, 
watching the duck. 
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THE TOLL OF THE CITY GAZE 
. . . . ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...-1 

by tom : oregan 
It seems strange that a 'growing_ 

number of people should be assert
ing that Australia's primary 
industries are going to the wall. 
People have been saying that for 
the last twenty years. It seems int-. 

.plausible that an industry ~ith 
· so much electoral over-representa

tion should not have had its 
interest looked after better. A 
farmer's complaints are to the 

. Labor person as a unionist is to. 
a Liberal voting business executive. 
Clearly legislature number's 
games have got primary ind;stries 
nowhere - except in producing a 
massive resentment in Australian 
cities that prevents any reapprais
al of these industries until it is 
too .late. 

I think you can talk about it 
being too late when the average 
age of a dairy farmer in NSW is 59, 
the age of the grazier-farmer is 
fast approaching fifty; . when the 
average income of primary producers 
in this country is less than $5000; 
and when there are oply a little 
over fifteen graduates from the 
Agriculture Economics Course in 
New England University. Myths die 
hard. 

There seems to be two great 
archetypes in Australian pastoral 
history. The pastoralists and the 
cocky. The Pitt Street farmer -
the Malcolm Frazer's and the inept 
Dad and Dave (and equivalent of 
the European peasantry). Anyone 
who has passed through Gympie or 
Bathurst or for that matter any 
provincial.city in Australia can 
not be blamed for believing that 

Dad and Dave have irrevocably pass-
ed out of history into folk lore. 
Britain's entry into the common 
market, the incredible drought yea?s 
of the sixties have left there, 
scores of houses ready for City 

ltrendies to buy cheaply, graze their 
horses and grow scotch thistles. 

Presumably all who are left after 
the major overhaul of the sixties 
are those who call themselves 
pastoralists. They may no longer 
go to GPS schools, or buy a new ute 
every year, but on the whole they 
are still on a good wicket. Anyone 
who does not belong there is just 
too small - not economically viable, 
~and ought to be forced out not least 
so ALP leaders will not commit 
bl:unders like telling fruit and 
poultry prod.u.cE;!rS that they all own 
Mercedes. To the "archly conser
vative" pastoralists of Australia 
it did not take the ALP under. 
Whitlam lon~ to firmly establish 
itself on the side of big businesses 
like Vesties (otherwise called 
Western Grazing, run by Lord Vesty 
of London. Holding the lions share 
of meatworks and huge tracts of 
land throughout Qld and the N.T.). 
In a , period when meat works were 
making record profits the death 
duties that the family of Thomas 
Borthwick had to pay forced the 
selling of the major portion of 
shares ... so much for the big 
company profitibility margins. 

As long as we have the wisdom of 
the AUS poster, and the conclusions 
obtained from looking astutely out 
of car windows we will not see the 
crunch until it is upon us. When 
all the Dairy Farmers go on the 
pension who is going to take over? 
It will once again be inexperienced 
City dwellers this .time getting paid 
exorbitant amounts of money to· once 
again repeat the cycle that has 
never had much to( do wLth family 
succession. The endless Australian 
Cycle that is founded on Ideological 
correctness and not practicality .. 

In the beef industry, at least, 
we can look at a period of . 
regression. Probably in about ten 
years we will see the next stage of 
development. But right now un
believably perhaps, it is the family 

unit that is still the most viable. 
And in Central Qld at least, it 

appear7as if once again the farm. 

worker is at the mines, or the 
horse studs or on the really big 
company properties that can afford 
a lame operation. 

It is no accident that tractor 
and pump advertisements now featurE 
Charles Bronsons driving them and 
women in bikinis lying all over 

'them. No longer within reach of 
the majority, they are sold as 
fetish items to Pitt Street 
farmers and newly weds. 

/ 



YING &YANG COLUMN 
The World is accelerating in leaps 
and bounds away from its natural 
state. The average person would 
rarely do something that his 
ancestors of thousands of years 
ago would do. The average person 
rarely eats anything direct from 
nature. Artificiality - pre
servatives, colouring, flavours 
dominate todays society. The 
following is an introduction for a 
natural high in an unnatural world. 

Diet and nutrition: there is an 
old saying "you are what you eat" 
and if you look closely at people 
you will definitely see the trend. 
Rosy cheeked hill people eating 
lots of rosy apples. Big cake 
eaters who look like cakes them
selves. People who eat lots of 
vegetables blow in the wind like 
grass. Mahatma Gandhi was a 
devout vegetarian: - a leader 
of the pacifist movement. Modern 
day policemen - big steak and 
eggs eaters - gruff and coarse; 
full of protein. 

The vegetarian versus meat eating 
battle. It's up to the individual 
but the lighter and cleaner the 
food the lighter and cleaner the 
head and body. But where do 
vegetarians get their protein? 
There is so much abundant protein 
in the plant kingdom that any 
vegetarian with commonsense will 
never be protein or mineral. 
deficient. Vegetable protein is 
first class protein and and 
search for different sources 
really heightens the taste buds. 

Is not man just another animal? Is 
not eating' an animal just eating 
man? 
Natural Medicine versus Doctor 
medicine. Natural - Medicine aims 
at discovering the cause of 
disease and allowing the body to 
eliminate that disease. Doctor 
medicine aims at suppressing the 
disease possibly into another, 
part of the body. Doctor 
medicine can be good but only in 
its place. ~here is an old 
saying that to live a long and 
happy life man must be his own 

physician. "Ancient Chinese 
doctors were paid as long as a 
body was healthy and the patient 
was paid by the doctor if he got 
sick". "A herbal tea a day keeps 
the doctor away". 

If you are inactive, you will 
notice that you are constantly 
swinging on a pendulum. One 
minute you are high another 
you are down but it may only be 
moderate and most of the time you 
may be high. 

You swing from one side of your 
personality to the other, positive 
to negative male to female, ying. 
to yong, extrovert to introvert. 
Natural medicine aims to keep you 
fairly well balanced, to keep you 
creative to keep you evolving. 

When you are balanced it is a real 
natural high. Some people use 
drugs to get high. Drugs are 
fine in their place and if they 
are used constructively but like 
the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi says 
everyone is on the path to Rome, 
everyone is continually evolving . 
Drugs are like an avalance, 
really exciting at the time but 
they prevent your journey and it 
takes a while to get around the 
avalance and back on the road. 
But where does the Road go? 

To heaven? To Nirvana? To Utopia? 
The outer limits of the universe? 
To God? The Christians say that 
God is within. That's where it 
is all happening. Right inside 
yourself. In your head, in your 

·heart. Einstein is supposed to 
have developed his mind to such an 
extent that he was in direct 
contact with al.l knowledge. How 
did he do it? He went within. If 
you want to go to the outer reaches 
of the universe all you have to do 
is go within.· 

How do you go within? Simple. 
Shut your senses off and rely on 
your inner senses. Close your· 
eyes. See what you can see with 
your eyes closed. Listen. Use 
your imagination. Relax. 

T RA I L B I KE 

RIDERS 

The Griffith University Amateur 
Motor Cycle Club (G.U.A.M.C.C.) if 
you have a Trail bike and would 
like to ride in competition or 
just plain ride - join G.U.A.M.C.C. 
You could win engraved 

TROPHIES 

Contact Mark Dolley in the 
Community Services Office after 
8.30 a.m. Monday to Friday or 
ext . 7373. 
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interview; ken walker 

I GERRYMANDERING .AND QLDl 
Gerrymanders are said to be endemic 
to this state. What have been some 
of these? 

A. Actually gerrymanders are not 
endemic to Qld; the first 

division of the state into a series 
of separate electoral zones 
occurred in the 1949 labor re
distribution, and since then a 
second redistribution in 1958 
conducted by the Country Party has 
also split the state up into zones. 
It is important to realize that 
while all political parties in 
the state have tended to distribute 
electorates according to .criteria 
which are likely to give them 
majorities, the actual techniques 
they use are twofold: the first 
technique is what's known as 
gerrymandering which is drawing 
the boundaries of the electorates 
in such a way that the electoral 
boundaries will lock up your 
opponents' votes and spread your 
own out so that you win as many 
electorates as possible with a 
small majority. The other tech
nique is the manipulation of 
quotas and somebody has suggested 
in recent years this ought to be 
called a "Playmander" after 
Thomas Playford who was once 
premier of S.A. This technique . 
is the technique 6f setting 
different districts in the country 
with quotas on them which result 
in over-representation of some 
people and an under-representation 
of others in terms of the strict 
value of their votes. In 
Queensland at the present time, 
some electorates are actually 
as small as one third the enrol
ment of some others, although the 
(1971?) 1959 law under which we 
are still operating provides only 
for a difference of only *1.4 
or 1.6 between the metropolitan 
and various country zones. 

Q. What would you have to say 
about the QUOting of Qercentage 

yote figures in regard to the 
Nationals? The Nationals do not 
contest a lot of seats dqe5p't this 
make it almost irrelevant? 

A. It is not irrele~ant. It's 
clear that any electoral system 

which would give a party which has 
got a minority of the votes the 
majority of the seats in Parlia

ment is not a good one. But it's 
important to remember that with a 
system of single member electorates 
you will get what is technically 
known as a multiplier effect; for 

example if you have one party 
winning a lot of electorates by 
narrow majorities then you will 
get what appears to be a landslide 
on a parliamentary level whereas 
the swing in the country itself 
may be quite small. This is what 
happened with Fraser's government 
in 1975 where there was a sub
stantial swing towards the liberals 
but this resulted in a grossly 
magnified swing in the House of 
Representatives seats. Now in so 
far as we stay with a single member 
system it does not matter how 
equitably we distribute the seats 
in terms of the numbers of voters 
in each seat there will be a 
tendency for this multiplier effect 
to occur. 

Q. Are we the most gerrymandere.~ 
State? 

A. We are now. SA used to have a 
quota system which made every 

metropolitan electorate double the 
enrolment of every country elector
ate with a 20% tolerance loading 
which meant that of course after 
say ten years your city electorates 
could be almost 50% larger than 
that; they might in fact be 250% 
the size of the country electorates. 
.'.1'his has now been reformed by the 
S~A. labor government under Dunstan 

and as a result·we remain the 
worst gerrymander state in Australia· 
although WA is making a considerable 
effort to overtake us. 

Q. But the opposition parties in 
SA have to get something like 
52 or 53% of the vote to gain 
office? 

A. The point about this is that it 
almost certainly results from 

the same kind of minor inequality 
in the distribution of electorates 
that works against labour in Qld 
and Vic. and also federally. 
Unless the seat boundaries are 
drawn in such a say that the 
major parties within them are 
fairly evenly balanced, results of 
this kind are not uncommon as long 
as you have a single member 
electoral system based on geograph
ical boundaries. So that the compl 
aint is not a complaint about a 
manipulation ot quotas or .strictly 
even about gerrymandering but 
simply about the way the population 
is distributed. 

Q. Would you like to see the state 
seats redistributed in the same 
way as the federal seats? 
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A. r think ·one of the problems is 
that the f2deral legislation 

itself proviaes for a variation, a 
toierance in favour of country 
electorates of up to 10%. Arid 
there have been attempts by the 
Coun't:ry P. to have that a~ tered to 2 0%. 
Now there is good reason to throw 
away the quotas system and adjust 
the representation within the state 
to reflect the actual population 
distribution in the _state, ' in other 
words,one vote one value 
Experience in the m;· eq; where a 
grossl.y rural· bi_ased system was 
r ·edistributed to take account of 
population movements do~s not 
suggest that the changes will be 
cataclysmic. In t~e Qld case it 
would probably have the effect of 
reversing the overrepresentation 

.. of the Country Party. 

Q. I know of a case in the federal 
scene where a person living 45 
miles from Rockhampton i~ 

r~presented .by_a person at Julia 
creek about a thousand miles away. 
Should provincial centres be 
arbitrarily cut off from their 
surrounding regions where they dr~w 
tbeir wealth? 

A. The reason for suggesting that 
we ought to be cautio.ns about 

adopting the federal rules for a 
redistribution here is that the 
federal rules are not perfect 
either. Now there have been 
historical instances: in 1953 after 
the Labor and Liberal moveme,nt .~ 
in Vic. got together to throw out 
the CP and institute a decent 
electoral redistribution they tied 
the state seats to the federal 
ones by splitting all the federal 
seats in two and having two state 
seats to each federal seat. At . 
that time this was a very sensible 
thing to do because the federal 
seats themselves had recently been 

redistributed and were reasonably 
eve~ in size. At a later date 
around 1970 the then Vic. Govt. 
had to uncouple the state seats from 
the federal seats because the 
federal seats had become grossly 
disproportionate in size and a 
state redistribution could not be 
effected within the two for one 
rule Now there are great 
advantages if there were to be 
a redistribution of Qld seats, and 
if federal redistributions were to 
be regular and honest they a:e 
gre~t advantages in tying t~e state 
seats to the federal ones, not 
least in administrative terms. 
But obviously as long as there 
are inequities in the federal 
system state governments will be 
tempted to go to a different 
system. 

Q. For the present do you see any 
danger in a SE Qld party the 
Liberals qaining an ascendency 
in a coalition qoverrunent? 

A. Not really. I think that the 
idea ·that the liberals are a 

SE Qld party is perhaps a bit unfair 
to them. It's pretty clear that a 
lot of their vote is concentrated in 
the SE corner of this state but 

• after all from the other side the 
CP 's major problem is that it does 
not repreS'ent many of the city 
people in the ~tate, in fact it 
does not represent a majority of 
them so that if you are going to 
talk about regionally concentrated 
parties you have a fairly major 
problem on your hands right away. 
There is only one non-reg~_onal 
party in Qld and that is the Labor 
Party. The real danger in Qld, 
as in any State that is afflicted 
with an inequitable electoral 
system, is that a party which wins 
the majority of seats in parlia
ment with a minority of votes, 
especially if it has a long run in 
power, is likely to become fat and 
complacent. There have been cases 
of such parties tolerating 
curruption, incompetence, gross 
waste of public money, and handing 
out favours. There have been cases 
- Lang's Govt. in NSW in the 1920s 
for example, a~d perhaps Askin's 
more recently - where govts have 
become not only corrupt but 

. dictatorial. This kind of thing 
tends to have a very dispiriting 
effect on parties in opposition, 
and can in fact lead to a corrosion 
of democratic principles and 
ideals in the long runs. 

Q. What do you see as the hooe 
of the Liberals in spreading 
outside the SE comer of the 
state? 

P.--co 
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the deep nort s 
irrelevant ideology 

A. I think what you will find is ' 
that in Conservative politics 
they do not care very much 

about ideological issues. One of 
the results of that is that as 
long as the CP is the dominant 
party in the state parliament, 
people in country towns who are 
conservative will vote for it. 
If, for any reason, it becomes the 
minority party the chances are 
the Liberals will start picking the 
votes up extremely quickly because 
these people do not have an ideo
logical commitment; they are com
mitted to keeping Labor out. : 

Q. If the control of Govt is , 
wrested from a party ·tbat 
draws its support almost 
exclusively from outside the 

South East Corner of the ~ 
do you see the possibility of the 
renewal of separate state move; . . 
ments like there were in Central 
Old in the 1860s and in North QJ.d 
as late as the ~..9...27 

A. I think that hostility to the 
capital is endemic in most 

provinces particularly where they 
are outlying provinces in any 
country in the world. You can 
find exactly the same kind of 
hostility to Moscow in Siberia, 
or to MQntreal in Quebec or to 

' ottawa in the middle of the Alberta 
Plains; this is not terribly 
surp'ri sing, . I think it is 
characterising the situation falsely 
to argue that that is necessarily 
going to result in secessionist 
movements. You may remember for 
example, that the celebrated Mr 
Tom Aikens of Townsville South -
until he gave up all pretense of 
being a Labor man, .. 'for many years 
represented himself as the North 
Qld Labor Party in State Parlia-. 

ment. I understand that he was 
the sole member of the organization. 
I think that it will probably be the 
case that you will always have 
these kinds of movements. I think 
they are like Fraser's economic 
policies: they are completely 
beside the point. They do not 
really attack the problems the state 
has and very often they represent 
expressions of frustration on the 
part of people against whom the 
economic current is setting at any 
given time. Now I do not think 
that it's necessarily improper 

for a political party to take some 
notice of that. But I think it's 

· pretty clear that such expressions 
of frustration while they may 
occasionally be elec torally 
powerful are not necessarily 

enormously significant. 

Q. Do you see the ALP not getting 
a supposedly w9rking class seat 
in Mt Isa as significant? How 
would you explain it? 

A. The whole prohlem about working 
classness in Austral.ia is how 
you define it. Australia is 
one of the most egalitarian 

countries in . the world. I think 
that what is interesting about it 
is that we have become very 
Americanized in the last 20 to 
30 years and some people are 
losing sight of a lot of our Qld 
egalitarian ideas. Th~ consequence 
of this is that the mass media have 
been able to sell very easily to 
people who are temporarily 
prosperous the idea that they are 
no longer part of the working 
class movement; and I think thi~ 
has caught on in a lot of the 
country towns and of course it has 
been aggravated by Labor's 
specific policies over the regulat
ion of mining. What many workers 
in mining ' towns apparently do not 
realize is that in the ~ong run by 
voting for the conservative parties 
they are probably eliminating 
their own jobs. But in the short 
run they see Labor as e'liminating 
jobs because all they can see is 
this mineral waiting to be mined. 
And so they tend to vote against 

Labor on these sorts of grounds. 

Q. The grounds that I ha e 
heard expressed have been 
things like roads and non-

. development of the area and the ALP 
being not concerned with these 
parts of Qld? 

A. This is exactly what I mean 
about irrelevant ideologies. Dev
elopment has alway s been a major 
shibboleth in Aust. politics. The 
idea is that we somehow have an 
inexhaustable. country with inex
haustible resources and that all we 
needed was some indefatigable bush
whackers to go out there and 
exhause the resources. Now in 
actual fact it is becoming plain 
to us that in environmental terms 
we cannot support the population 

that we want. '-"(':(:)'R,"' 



EDITORIAL 
It may seem ridiculous and even 
futile to mention the kind 
of thinking going on at Griffith. 
It used to be so small that one 
way or another there was no need 
for print of any kind - the coffee 
room took care of that. If you 
had a rave to dispense it was far 
better to talk it out because you 
had the impression that everyone 
would hear about it; more in · 
fact then the number who would 
read it and it was more 
comprehensible too. 

Past copies of the Griffitti have 
been testimonies to the fact that 
all the exciting action went on 
before the newspaper articles were 
written; and then the articles 
were so bad not because of bad 
thinking or bad writ~ng but because 
they could never match the 
inventions of dialogue that they 
were so much taken from. 

Writing articles for this paper 
is more like an act of self-, 
communication or self-affirmation 
than an exercise in communication. 

s~ the lght in 
festival 

In reply to the unsigned article 
in the above paper, I would like 
to say that I also attended the 
Down to Earth Festival. I saw 
one pre-festival newsletter and 
decided to attend. However, I 
went there with no expectations, 
politically or otherwise, or 
negative attitude. Wha~ I saw 
for the first time in my life was 
a diverse group of people, with 
as many diverse interests, seeking 
to be united in a new age. 

The first couple of days were 
totally confusing - so many things 
happening; however important 
aspects began to emerge. The 
organization of such a large 
group of people and the associated 
food and hygiene. Perhaps most 
importantly the need for the 
individual to participate. It was 
a people's festival and needed 
people to be involved to make it 
happen - then and there. There 
were many opportunities for 
people to air their views and 
engage ~n positive discussion 
without bringing their pre-festival 
hang-ups home. There were far 
too many spectators standing and 
\'latching the 'show' - and it 
certainly was spectacular. 

So many people playing music in 
all kinds of groups, non-stop 
communication and expression on 
all planes - very rewarding 
experi.ences for many people. 

The emergen_ce of a new 
consciousness is more explicit. 

With regard to the writer/s of 
the article, perhaps if they had 
gone there to participate and 
engage in activity to change 
those values that they didn't 
agree with and had the intell
igence to wait and see the effects 
of follow-up action, then they 
wouldn't write childish articles 
~nd they would realize that the 
festival was only the beginning 
of a development from which 
political action will grow at the 
right time, an action which· also 
includes the non-aggressive, 
patient, cool, adult "hippie" ' 
attitude. 

To argue many of the points 
raised would be futile and rather 
than continue the article as a 
personal attack ( intended) 
it would be bfatter to adopt a 
more positive attitude and realize 
that for any changes to eventuate, 
we must base our actions on 
understanding, love and trust. 

Ken Kayes 
· "Down to Earth" Brisbane 
11 Tyne Street, 
Taringa. 

Don't try :hard. It is very 
subtle. It's meditation. 
Meditation is easy. Where does 
going within get you? 

Into life, into the universe. 
There are space people out there. 
It's a fact. And if, as many 
people believe, they are going to 
come down, you can tune in with 
them and go to the outer reaches 
of space. It will be the trip of 
_your life. 

Jara Knell 
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